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www.UCFnews.com ·Thursday, September 9, 2004

HERE WE GO AGAIN

UCF faces another tough run.ning team
-SEE SPORTS,AlO

ANIGHT FOR ALL
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC
- SEE SPORTS, A12

IN THE DUMPS
MAC PREVIEW
-

SEE the indie, INSIDE

- Storm forces Greek Rush 'to regroup
Jewish fraternity has
conflict with holiday
JORDON CRUDO
Contributing Writer

Though .the wind of hurricanes Frances and Charley
downed trees and damaged campus · buildings, it couldn't stop
Greek recruitment.
Scheduled for the week before

Rush is the period in which
classes started, sorority rush fell
victim to Hurricane Charley four fraternities and sororities open
weeks ago. It was · rescheduled their doors to new and returning
and completed just as Hurricane students so that both the organiFrances made its way toward the zation and its potential members
Florida coast.
can get to know each other. UCF
About 600 girls participated, . is home to 41 of sororities and fra- ·
said junior Karen Chen, a mem- ternities, all overseen by the
ber of Kappa Delta since 2002. Office of Greek Affairs.
From Aug. 28 to Sept. 2, the
"I am having so much fun,"
prospective new members visit- freshman Amy Sohl, 18, said <lured each of the 10 sororities, whit- ing the recruitment activities.
tling down their choices day by "I'm looking forward to meeting
day.
new people and making lifelong

connections," the recruit added.
While the women recruited
through the weekend, UCF's fraternities made their rush preparations.
The men had planned to start
their recruiting yesterday, but
Frances pushed that back. Fraternity rush now begins on Wednesday and runs for a week.
The new schedule is frustrating for some, though, because it
PLEASE SEE

SORORITY ON A2

·"

, Sorori
. As days pass, Hurricane
•·

Frances'destrt.Iction
becomes m<y1·e evident
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

After being battered by two storms in the
last three weeks, Central Floridians have
another worry on their minds - Hurricane
Ivan.
Ivan formed Sunday in the central
Atlantic Ocean. Now a Category 4 storm
with winds reported yesterday at 140 mph,
Ivan is moving steadily west. Weather forecasters predict the storm will pass over
· Jamaica on Friday and near Cuba over the
weekend. It's too early to tell if Ivan will hit
Florida.
But UCF officials say - just in case - .
they will be ready. "We're watching it," Tom
Evelyn, assistant director of UCF News and
Information, said.
Clean-up from Hurricane Frances, which
hovered over Florida between Friday and
Monday, is a collaborative effort from· the
wr.eckage of ooth hurricanes.
Two Greek houses are suffering the most
visible damage from the last storm.
Sorority house Alpha Delta Pi had damage
on the roof, which caved in after the storm.
"The day after Frances, .everyone left so that
we could access the damage," sorority President Katie McDaniel said.
The 33 women who lived in the house had
no idea the damage they were going to come
back to. "During the storm, we could hear it
outside and' it sounded rough, but we didn't
know it was going to hurt the house," she
said.
'
Because the rain sat on the roof.overnight
and it continued to rain on Monday and
Tuesday, the damage collapsed the roof in
three bedrooms, the library and the chapter
room. Except for the chapter room, all the
rooms were on the top floor of the house.
McDaniel said the carpets will need to be
ripped up and replaced, the walls will need
to be repainted and the light fixtures will all
have to be replaced. The mattress'es· in the

MICHAEL SNEADI CENIBAL FLORIDAFUTURE

From left, Keith Ahrens, Eric Kuchta and Robert Campollo, members of Sigma Phi Epsilon, repair damage to the fraternity house after
Hurricane Frances. The storm caused massive indoor flooding.,Some members are forced to stay in hotel rooms until repairs are done.
.
.

"(The contractors] said
we'd be able to move in
within a month or a
month and a half. But·
they're working really fast.
We may be able to m~ve
back in two or so weeks."
- KATIE MCDANIEL
ALPHA DELTA Pl P.RESIDENT

three bedrooms were also replaced. Currently, all members that lived in the house are living in the Hilton.
"[The contractors] said we'd be able to
move in within a month or a: month and a

half," McDaniel said. "But they're working
really fast. We may be able to move back. i,n
two or so weeks."
Victor Ruiz, the vice president of finance
at Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, said damage
at the Sig Ep house was "severe."
"Charley damaged the roof severely,"
said. The fraternity couldn't have the roof
fixed between Charley and Frances, so took
their chances by securing the roof with a
tarp. ·
"The tarp was ripped off and left it open to
the elements," Ruiz said. "We had about four
inches of water in the house and some rooms
were completely flooded, to the point where
beds and futons were soaked."
Yesterday, a construction crew spent the ,
morning repairing the roof. "They were up
there hammering in the rain, they really were
working hard for us." This time, the fraternity had the help of a member's father who
owned a roofing company and offered to
help out. .

pe

PLEASE SEE

CLEANUP ON A8

Checking out from afar
Hoeppner, an· electronic resource
librarian. "The most common questions from our Ask-A-Librarian
service were about setting up the
proxy at home." In addition, some
stµdents were not able to set up the
proxy at all.
EZProxy · has eliminated all of
NASEEM SOWTI
those problems by allowing offSenior Staff Writer
campus users to simply log in to the
Off-campus access to UCF library's system.
.
Library's electronic resources just .
Once on the UCF library's Web
got easier thanks to newly installed site, http:/ / www.library.ucf.edu,
software called EZProxy.
students can click on the "Login for
Previously, students, faculty arid Off-Campus Access" option and
staff who ' wished to access the enter their library card's number.
library's system off-campus had to "One thing you should be aware of
configure their browsers to use the is that your card needs to be actiproxy, a somewhat technical and vated," Hoeppner said. If th~ir card
confusing procedure for the aver- is not activated, users can fill out an
age computer user.
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
activation form, which is provided
Students will no longer have to trudge to the Library or set up a proxy server on their computer
"Students had problems with
· for off-campus access to databases and book renewals. All they need is their library number.
PLEASE SEE NEW ON A2
setting up the proxy,'' said Athena

·Off-campus access to
infonnationjustgotEZ
thankS to new software

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENIBAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Apep rally at noon yesterday outside of the Student Union garnered support
for the football Knights' home opener at 6 p.m. Saturday at the Citrus Bowl.

Setting the tone
for the season
CHRISTINE DELLERT
Associate Editor

A couple hundred students packed the South Patio
outside the Student Union yesterday, waving pompoms and singing the UCF Fight Song in support of
this weekend's first home football game of the season'.
Football Coach George O'Leary - the poster child
ofUCF Athletics' Get Motivated campaign - took the
makeshift stage at noon, urging students to come to
the Citrus Bowl this weekend, make noise and flaunt·
their school spirit. Cheerleaders tossed T-shirts to the
crowd. Members of the Marching Knights band enter.:.
tained with their trumpets and bass drums.
The hope is that the hajf-hour-long pep rally will
boost students' enthusiasm and stadium attendanc€
when the Knights play against the nation's No. 10
team, the West Virginia Mountaineers, Saturday
PLEASE SEE

SPORTS ON A9
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KJep c~rrent with headllnes
.you may have missed "

FROM A1 .

time of my life."
All the, recruits arrived fo:r,:
Up to 120 girl~ defy French l>an
: : Row, rowvour boat .
.
their last ~ght of recruitment
on head scarves;_111ale turban
· : : Tii~ UC:{< men's rowing t~am
conflicts with the Jewish holi~
day Rosh Hashanah. .
at Gre~k R.0ad ·on Sept. z l ·· wearersalscraffetted. ··
·.
:'liS rei::ruit~g. new_ m~pibers for , " . "It's going to hurt us," said ,
sing-mg ~ t... efr chap.ters ch.ant " ·
· ,.
· ·1s
.,..
.,' · ,•P. ARIS
-, Sbme 120· gµi. tile upc?rmng seas~n..
.
. Kyle Trager, member of Alpha
and. then sprinting to their ' have defied :France's ban on
: • ~ven . a~e~es witli no pnor ( Epsilon Pi, one of UCF's Jewnew chapter, whose members .
Islamic:J!i.ead scarves fu ,
;; rowm~ ex:q~pence are encourish fraternities._ Trager sii<d his
gree.ted ..them W~th: hugs a,n.d I school kd atleas,t Ftve l:>oys
~ - ~ged ·ito }01iTJ. and .compete
fraterm'ty will n. 0 t b e p art'ici··
cele}?ration. After the greetfrom the country's Sikh com• '
1b d
·
.
: : ~gamst ,c :u ·an vai:sity rowers
pating in some of th~ rush
. ings · outside, the cJ:iapters
munity have been barred
:;~ J..P. the Squtb_east re~an.
nights in observance of the
made their way in~o their
from ,class fo:r; refusing to
.: . !nter~sted students should
holiday. Withot).t means to
houses ana the'parties begap.·
remove their tutbans.
. ::arnve at 5 p~ to.day or tomorrecrµit new members next
"Each.· chapter has sqme. _T ue Ua~ :?l"p:i~h forbids
""~row at the. A,rena, or conta~t
week, the fraternity is "trying
thiQ.g ' special for their new".. co~spicuous religious $y,m: .. C()ach Chris Pucella by e-mail
to do things on the fly,'; Trager
recruits," Chen said. "We are
bols ·and apparel in public
..• •~at epuG:ella@dl.rr.com. ·
a d.ded. M emb ers ·an·d pot en- .
very happy and excite.d to
schools, calls for a period of
tial members are meeting this
have
them,
it
seems.
like
we've
dialogue
for._ those who fail to
· ::volunteer expo ,
week .for social events.
been waiting for~ver."
comply. If students do not
.: : ·. " Numerous volunteer agenThough Trager does not
Kappa Delta had profesagree to follow the new' law
• !cies will be recrµiting between·
blame the Office of Greek
photographers
ca:pture
during the discussiol}S, meassional
;:noon and 2 p.m. today outside
Affairs, the ch.ange of dates
'
•
.
CHARLIEBENTO
N/
C
ENTRALFLO
R
IDA
F
U
TURE
the
event
and
a
DJ
spinning
ures
are tak~n to expel thexp.
> of the StuQ.ent Union as part of
"bother tis," he said.
RecruitsmakesatriangleforTri-DeltasororityduringRushweek.Theeventwasrescheduled music ·while all the women
The law is meant to bring · •
::volunteer · UCF's Volunteer
Trager added that because because of Hurricane Chatley. Fraternity rush was rescheduled.because of Hurricane Frances. met one another, dined and
France's increasingly voc:al
·:Expo.
. .
.
of the holiday other fraternitoured
the
house.
Tri-Delt
·Muslhnpopulatio.n
,estimated
.
: : · For more information, con· said onlooker' sophomore· ouere
i:r.
d an· ·array
- Pf b··i:r.
·t -style'· ,
•., 'w ith its
ties should expect a smaller no_ scheduling collflict.
w1e.
at
5
million,
into
lliie
: ta:ct Tracy Furr at 407-823-6471.
"Usually vou
can see 1'ust a .· Kaare Kurtzke, 19: "They all fio"'d
fior th·ei'r recrui't·
s along
number of Jewish men rushing
J
'11
'
cherished prindple 'Of secu•
with a chocolate fountain .
next week: "It's a tough situa- sea of girls heading toward l<;>oked so excited."
;:Tuition deadli.ne
Indeed, said Jei:dyn Mo0se, Other 'sororities ·offered simi- ·
ladsm..
tion we-fmd ourselves iri.,'' he Greek Road," Chen said. "It is
.. : . Be'c ause of · Hurricane
insane to watch." ·
· .
.18, a Kappa Delta .r ecruit. "It is lar treats with all taking group·:
added. .
·~
·
Bush laments loss of life:in
·:Frances, the tuition deadline
A smaller turnout, though,' . "You could probably hear . a great experience," she said. . photos out front of their
Iraq;
says United States . · ·
.: was extended. Tuition is due
was not the case with the . ·the screaming girls and music ·''.All my friends are going respective houses with bartmaking.progress
there .. ·
; "tomorrow by 5 p.m. ~t the
'it. I am having the ners.
women, for whom ther,e was from anywhere in Orlando," through
WASHINGTON ,_ With
,
; :cashier's Qffice or 11:59 p.m. if
'\
the number of Anierican nilli:.
'°' :pail!! oiiline.
·
tary deaths in Iraq surpassing
1,000, President George W.
Bush declared the United · .,,
States was , making , 'g ood
progress in; th,e war againi;t"
~ : p.m. and 2 a.m. Saturday at the
\ .
·
'
·
terrorism.
/'
: · Student Union.
·· ·
·
'
·
~
." We're still at war,;' Bush
--=·~· For more information, call
. FRO.M. Al
.•
"If you don't turn.off the old OK.
In a joint effort between
: ;the Late Knights office in 9sI ~t
··· ·
.
.- proxy, your Internet connec- · EZProxy has been available Florida Center for Library . said during a meeting v.rith
.,. : 407-223-6471.
. · ·
.°on the same Web page as .the · tion might completely crash." for the past few years, but due Automation in Gainesville and
congressional leaders;·~'We've
~. Late Knights is also looking
ldgin. ·
.
Internet Expl9rer users can · to ~ecurity ec;mc~rJ.?.s, UCF. , UC}'. Lihrary, · EZProxy was
got to do everything we canto
: , for talent for future Late
:•students should then click turn off the.ir · old proxy by decided not to mstall the soft- installed and uploaded late
protect the homelanO." .
: ·Knights, feat;uringstudents who
'yes~_ to accept the security .t $electing Tools fr:om the menu ware. However, "the new _soft- . spring anc;l was fully functionBush met with the biparti: ~can sing, juggle, draw· b~i¢aalerts that P?P up and they,are bar, and then highlighting and, ware fixes all the seeurity al earli.~r this summer.
s'anship _le~dership of Con: tures dr tell c~fti~Cly.1rttereste;9 ., ,,} hen ,al;>le to :us: t?e system,'.' clicking Internet Options. holes,''.,Hoeppner ~d. · .:.
.Ask-~~~ibrarian Web site,.
gress to di~cuss legislation to
· students should contact Enter!<~ ..: . Hoeppner seij,d. It s very easy Click the Connections tab and · "We are certa~nly gettmg ·, http://{v.vWW.library.ucf.edu/as
. strengthep. the.nation's intelli,: "'t ainment Diredor Ginger Ladd
to use. It's t_n;e to its name."
select LAN settings, A screen good feedback;" said··corinne k, pr~V;id.es detailed instrucgence s~rvices in the . after: -at gsugarl8@email.com
In add1t10n, off-campus will pop up vy-ith a list of proxy Bishop, an Ask-A-Librarian tion on turning off proxy setmath ofthe terrorist attacks of
+<.
.·
users will not need the old se:rvers, · said James Fox; a staff member. -"Students find it tings for Netscape and Mac
. Sept. 11, 2001. B~sh said the 91'
: :Bassoon serenade
·proxy configuration anymore.· library technical assistant. a lot easier to use the library's users. Ask-A-Librarian's serv· administration would submit
:: The Music Department is
In fact, "they need to turn off . Users should then uncheck electronic resource [off-cam- ice can also be reached by calllegislation ' and said he
: ~hosting anl}rtist Faculty Recital
the old prnxy,'' Hoeppner said. -the olQ.' proxy setting and click pus]" ~he continued.
_ing 407-823-2562. ·
' believes that a proposed
national intelij.gence <ii,rector
: ; at 3 p.m. Stinday fea~g Julie
should have full budgetary . ·
.:·:Fox on the b'assoon. The re.cital
authority.
,• ..is normally $10 at the Rehearsal
Beat - ~~~~~~
: ,.Hall but is free to stt.idents with
•
Partial-Birth Abortion Ban.
;;a student ID card.
Act found unconstitutional
· : : The recital is expected to
by Nebraskajudge
•:last about two hours. For more
LINCOLN, Neb. ~ A tlili:d - t
':::information contact the Music
federal judge .ruled Wednes.: · Department at 407-823-2869.
~·
.
day . that the r>artiaj.-Birt:P,
- Aoortion Ban Act is·uc0nsti::;~i_cks~artcollege.ye~~:"'·~ .··
.
ANDRES HEALY · '.
.....~ ·Lying part2: Can yo~
when a Hunter Cire.e k ·IJ?£ard Lying Part3:)Vho,saidthatafake
•l
·~-; Michael Dunphy will speak ... ''il'.· , ,
StaffWriter
,~~ tell me who am Iagain? was found .• The.¢ Plf~p,;~ ~ .IOwasn'ta big deal?
, . . · tutional, saying it fails .-·'to
indude .an exce_ptioh-when a
:::about . creati~,a·':l:l:·weffiorable~ · · .w' ·, ".. .. , 1
· '3.'1rf/i1fJJ)1)~,
Resident assistant matc:P.ed Brian Moriarty, wfibr· ...,.,,"wh:e·n
,Sgt. , Troy
woman;s health is iii d~ge'r.
, : •c$>U'ege exp~l
tf'qtj;pm~·~...~Wfren~ ·' officers ''(H(t/'f!.f[j}it'' Christopher Joseph 1had tqltl"p:Oliae 'hls name .w:~ · Williams.o n first pulled over
us. District Judge Ricli,ard
'.';'...Monday in th.~ , ,· us Gi:and '. g;-"-HapBrc;>;:1.t~ep. . J>a,ul Burnett,
.:1o/,f: '
was simply asking the . Jolm,Morgan.
i
-, ' '
. Jasop. Handel, 19, it was simply
Kopf said. Cengress ignored
... ~allroorii. · ';·.." :·,,v • ··-~ ""> ::·,,.'-' :: .19;. orf Aug:' 22,A'.hey simply
occupants of Apt. 201 in
Mori<,trty was.,,place<;l· uncier .a case of driving too-fast in the
' the most e:xpepenced d0ct0rs
::: Dunphy pioneered the ere;. '"wahfed tp).a~ow how old he Pe~asus Landing to ~eep the a_rrest 'for .ob's~i:t:tG:tJon: 0{1jus~, ,Peg~~,, Landing parking lot.
.
in determining that '~ the
:: ·ation Of iriarfial arts· programs
was. · · ··
noise do:wn whe11 thmgs got tice by a c;hsgmsed person.
The charges girew quickly
banned procedure 'wotild
:: :for .children with various .
Ill the end, Burnett ended up nasty.
from there. Responding to the
never be necessary.
,...;behavioral disorders. He is a
in handcuffs, charged with
Rather than complying, a After this incid~nt, how safe do
scene, Ofc. Anthoay Lupo ·conThe abortion· an was
::·~member of the Board of l)irecresisting ·arrest and possession man - later identified as, you feel on the road?
duc.t ed a roadside sobriety test
signed last year by Bush but
,.;:tors on the United States ·Juof alcohol by a minor.
Aaron Casseaux - shoved
Ofc. James Brannon pulled_ after smelling alcohol on Han-·
was not enforce~ b,e<;;ause
:: iitsuFederationandaprofessor
According to Sgt. Troy· Joseph, according to a police · over Dwight ·'I\nner, 28, after -. deL
·
..
three federal judges, 'j,n Lin~: ..c)f biochemistry at' Walsh UniWilliamson, he . approached re.port.
·
·
watching his Hyundai roll
According to; Lupo, Handel
coln, New York and·SaiiFl'an;:.:versity,
.
Burnett because he ·looked too
Responding to a.call, police through a stop sign.
. failed miserably. Upon searchcisco, agreed to hear constitu- ~ ,... :
.
.
'
young to be holding and drink- - soon arrived· on scene and · · When asked, Turner 'told ipg him, Lupo found that Hantional
challenges
'in
'.: :On-campus job·opportunity
irig the Bud Light in his hand.
kriocked on the door. No one Brannon that he did not'have a del llad both a·small bag and a
simultaneous·non-juzy trials.
::: .. The community and Com' Sgt. Hugh Carpenter arrived responded.
valid driver's license. Accord- pill bottle ·in.his pockets, bo~
.· The three rulings are .
i~ -mu~c;~tions team -in Course'
. ~d question~d Burnett, who
Circling to ·the back o( the .ing .to the police report, Bran:.. with marijuana inside. .
expected to be appe<!led' to •
t:))evelqpI11ent and Web Sertold h4n that his name was Paul · house, Sgt. Hugh Carpenter mm discovered that Turner
Searching.. his car, officers
Anthony Richardson. He also ordered the people in side to had been convicted five time. also found a pipe . they .· the Supreme Court. '.
. ;... ~vices iS looking for an under,.
'.::graduate stt:ldent to work partgave him a date of birth that answer the door.
of driving either without a believed was used to smoke
Cheney says 'wrong chOi<;' ::-·tihie with event management,
1:1:lrned out ta be fake.
According to Ofc. M. Fazi, valid license or with a sus- the marijuana.
on Election Day would · .
:::Public relations ~d advertis·While interviewing Burnett, Casseaux opened the door pended or revoked licen~e.
.officers also· discovered
risk terrorist attack
·
;;:mg. Visit http;//~.Q.w.s:i,icf.ed:u
C~enter noticed he was car-:- and was quickly ide:p.tified as
· Ad.ditional~y, he h~d been that the ID that Handel had
' DES MOINES, Iowa
... ;jabbutus/workshtibl ,to' appl'y.~ ... ,.. !'Y)Dg a wallet, ·t hough Burnett the shover and put in hand- convicted of tlrree oiliet tr~- given to Williamson had been
Vice President Dick qheney
:~·
deruea~vmgone.
cuffs. . .
.
~c.: relf:ited offense_s. it?- that ". alte:r;~~ -to make .him_appear
says the Uruted States will
,. ' wtfen :VVilliamson went to
The officers questio.ned the time. · .
· ,' . ,
· · . three yeats older.
{isk another terrorist attack if
: :,
.
,
• :y..
get the wallet, ·:Sum.ett swatted other occupants in the room
·Jn fact, Turner hatl been ~ · · Hand~i was transported to
voters make the.wrong:choice ,
Let'·'·u
~ :S lii:•o'~ir' -i-'!,•l .. :i@il ~ han? awa~ w~ch.resulted in and ascertained that none of classified as a habitual traffic · tfie DUite~ting center where
on Election Day.
.... •.
1\11 'vv <t' , ,re-. '~ hirii bemg qmGKJy. ~dcuffed.
the names and identifications offender in October of 2001.
his blood alcohol level came .
"It'$ absol1,1tely essential · ,
,..,. ..
Upori discoverlng Burnett's given matched those listed as
Ironically caught driving, back .000/.000.
·
;: ! ,Th~ ·Future wants to hear
true iden.tity, the officers arrest- · tQ.e residents of the ap;ni:ment. Turner was arl:ested and his · . Handel submitted. to a
;:;!ftoin you!. If you hav~ a club,
ed him.
··
' Things · became · clearer car was towed.
uriiie test and ~as arre.s ted.
PLEASE SEE. NATION ONA4
.; ..;organization or event .and
,,
i: -<want your information to be
•:;considered', for t):ie Around
S~prember.9,'2004 •Volume 37, lss~e: 7 • 20 Pages ·
:..:campus column; send a fax to
;.::407-447-4556 or an e~mail to
.
Phone: 407-447-4555 • Fax: 407-447,4556
1;;editor@ucfhews.com. Dead~.UCFnews.com • 3361 Ro.use Road, Suite 200, Orlando, Fi 32817
Celebrating,J{•yeors
" .
. .
;:- ~lines are 5 p'.m. 'T uesday for the
The Student
Newspaper
Serving
UCFSince
1968
·
The
Cmitral
Florida
Future
publi$hes
on
Mondayf
and
Thursdays
in
fdll
and
spring
and
Wednesdays
during summer.
I
. .
.
:::niursday edition, and 5 p.m.
One free copy of the Central Florida Future permitted per issue.If available, additional copies may be purchased from ourofficewith priorapproval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a aime, Violators may be subject to dVil and aiminal prosecution and/or university dfsdpline.
j;~Frjday for-the Monday edition.
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Ii::~~~;r::!~. ··NeW EZProxy software·· fixes.-,old .security holes

Police

Lying part 1: Is a be~r worth jail ~e? .·.
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FREE 12'' SUB

;~ $200 CA.SH' DRAWING
!j
anti Other gilts
:: Spedal Hurricane JI.remotion
*COME IN GROUPS OF 5 OR MORE & GET EXTRA GIFT*

limited time .

Dispute.Resn
. I:r.t~on S~~iees , ,' .:,. . ~ · ',",
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·,· ffead·s East Hair Salo"
· $lO Men's a~d
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Women's Hair Cuts
(reg. price $13)

Also available:·
•·Skin Fades

·Blow Out

• Razor ·Shaves
11917 E. Colonial Dr. • (407) 282~ 1754
Corner of Alafaya & Colonial Dr. in Alafaya
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Report: CU regents want grand
jury document suppresse<t
DENVER - In a private
meeting last week, the University of Colorado Board of
Regents reportedly' agreed to
ask a judge to suppress a
grand jury report criticizing
how regents handled CU's
recruiting scandal.
The Rocky Mountain
News, citing unnamed
sources, reported yesterday
that regents were upset that
the report called the board
"unqualified" to oversee the
CU athletic department.
The grand jury had investigated allegations that CU
officials condoned the use of
sex and alcohol to recruit
football athletes. The allegations appeared in depositions for federal lawsti.its
filed by three women who
allege they were raped by
CU players or recruits in
December 2001.

University of Michigan student,
21, found dead in dorm
ANN ARBOR, Mich. -A
21-year-old University of
Michigan sophomore was
found dead · in her dorm
room after her worried parents called to say they had
not heard from her, campus
police said.
Kristi Sprecher's parents
called authorities ·Monday
saying they had not heard
from her in about 24 hours.
Sprecher was found dead in
her room at West Quad
about 7 p.m. Monday.
The results of an autopsy
Tuesday were not available.
Brown said Sprecher had a
inedical condition but did
not identify it or say if it was'
suspected in her death.

Iowa i:e9ents consider
tying tuition to inflation
IOWA CITY, Iowa -The
Iowa Board of Regents will
consider offering a deal to
the Legislature - boost.
funding for h1gher education, and the regents will tie
tuition increases to inflation.
The board is expected to
consider the plan at its regular meeting next week at the
University of Iowa. · Under
the proposal by its Public
Policy Task Force, the
regents would ask the Legislature to commit to an added
$40 million for state institutions starting in 2006 and
continuing for three years
after that.
In exchange for the funding, the regents would hold
tuition to the rate of inflation, although they have not
specified what index would
be used

Pa. community colleges
struggle with growth
HARRISBURG, Pa. - As
Pennsylvania's community
college system enters middle
age, it is showing signs of
strain. Students across the
state say they are finding it
increasingly difficult to meet
an ever-widening range of
community needs.
The paths to admissions
offices at community colleges are now crowded with
an eclectic group that
includes high school graduates seeking a low-cost stepping stone to four-year colleges; workers of all ages
trying to add new job skills
so 'they don't get left behind;
and employees who · have
been laid off, or fear being
laid off, and are pursuing
whole new careers.
But state funding for
operating expenses has not
kept pace with surging
enrollments, and capital
funding for construction
projects and technology has
been inconsistent - in some
years, nonexistent.

Your Smile is Our Specialtyl
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Vice President Dick Cheney addresses a town hall meeting in Manchester, N.H. on Tuesday,
where he said if voters don't make the right choice on Election Day, there could be an attack.
FROM.A2

that eight weeks from today, on
Nov. 2, we make the right
choice, because if we make the
wrong choice then the danger
is that we'll get hit again and
we'll be hit in a way that will be
devastating from the standpoint of the United States,"
Cheney said' Tuesday.
"Dick Cheney's scare tactics
crossed the line today, showing
once again that he and George
Bush will do anything and say
anything to save their jobs,"
said, a statement issued by vice
presidential candidate John
Edwards.

the House Budget Conunittee,
· Greenspan said that two key
indicators, consumer spending
and housing construction,
bounced back in July after a
weak performance in June.
"The most recent data suggest that, on the whole, the
expansion has regained some
traction," he said

Witness testifies at hearing of U.S.
soldier that killing of Iraqi civilian
was 'compassionate response'

HANAU, Germany-A U.S.
Army tank company commander accused of murdering
a man in Iraq fatally shot him
out of pity at his injuries, a witness testified Wednesday at
Greenspan says economy
to ~etermine whether
hearings
has regained some traction
he
should
face a court-martial.
after spike in oil prices
. Capt. Rogelio Maynulet, of
WASHINGTON - Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Chicago, is accused of killing a
Greenspan said Wednesday the driver for militant Shiite cleric .
economy has "regained some Muqtada al-Sadr while on
traction" after a late spring patrol May 21 near Kufa, south
slowdown that was triggered of Baghdad He has denied the
charges of murder and derelicby a sharp spike in oil prices.
of duty.
tion
Greenspan's moderately
His unit spotted a speeding
upbeat forecast was likely to1
cement expectations that the sedan believed to be carrying
central bank will raise interest al-Sadr militiamen, and a chase
rates for a third time when Fed ensued U.S. soldiers fired shots
policy-makers meet in two at the vehicle, wounding the
driver and a passenger.
weeks.
In testimony prepared for

ORLANDO

$35 New
Patient Exam

& X·ray's

($~2S Value)

2881 South Bumby Ave.
.(407) 895-5433

EAST ORLANDO / WATERFORD
12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.
(407) ·382-6455

www.iuncodental.com

BACK TO. SCHOOL OFFER
$99 (a $200 value)
00150
00210
01110

Oral Exam
AU necessary X-ray's
Cleaning (prophylaxis)

0396:1

Bleachi.n g
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(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only. Exp. 9/30/04)

the University of Florida. Seventy-six percent of the women
in the study were overweight
at the start of the study, with
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer
the average age of 58. During
the study, 68 of those women
FDA recalls dog medicine after
died and 455 suffered a hearthundreds of deaths
related proplem.
A medication used to preAnalysis showed that
vent heartworm in millions of women who were at least
dogs was recalled recently at moderately active were less
the request of the Food and likely to develop heart-related
Drug •A dministration after problems.
The American Heart Assothousands of dogs suffered .
adverse reactions.
ciation recommends at least 30
The medication, ProHeart6, minutes of moderate-intensity
is the only product approved physical activity for women on
by the agency to be adminis- most or all days of the week.
tered twice a year to treat
heartworm in dogs.
Virus may be responsible
The FDA received 5,552 for several SIDS deaths
reports of adverse reactions
A virus recently discovered
after dogs received heartworm in f apan is suspected in two
.
"crib deaths" in Wisconsin.
shots.
Crib death, also known as
Approximately 500 dogs
died Officials are not sure why Sudden Infant Death Synthis product is causing prob- drome or SIDS, remains one of
lems and are further iilvesti- the mysteries of medicine and
gating the issue.
this finding might lead to
understanding the disease and
Inactivity may trump
.
its causes better.
fat as heart disease risk
The cases mark the first
When it comes to heart dis- time that the virus has been
ease, it is more important for identified in the United States,
wpmen to be fit than thin, but it is not clear whether it
according to a stuqy of more actually killed the babies.
About 2,200 infants die
than 900 women.
The study showed that lack mysteriously each year, mostly
ofphysical fitness is a stronger between 2 to 4 months old.
. risk factor for devel~ping heart Further studies are under way
disease than being overweight in the case of the recent
or obese, said rese·a rchers at deaths.

Week in Science
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BRING IN ANY COMPETITOR'S COUPQN OR
AD AND WE'LL HONOR IT PLUS WE'LL GIVE
YOU A FREE OIL CHANGE & FREE $20
GIFT CARD OR YOUR TIRES ARE FREEi
(See store for details)

•

N.C.announces 10 more 'early
college' high school sites
.
RALEIGH, N.C. - North
Carolina will expand an
alternative program to allow
some students to take a fifth .
year of high school in
exchange for receiving a free
community college degree.
At an educators' conference· in Raleigh on Wednesday, Gov. Mike Easley
announced that 10 additional
counties would provide the
' 'early college" program
during the next academic
year thanks in part to $2.2
· million from the Legislature.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

4EVER KNIGHTS Ambassadors are ...
•An appointed group of students
•Governing body of 4EVER KNIGHT9
• Host for UCF alumni events
• Vital link between UCF students and alumni

The best way·for your car
6200 EAST COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO · C/2Mlle East of 436)

For more information call (407) UCF-ALUM or
e-mail ucf_ 4everknights@yahpp .com.

(321) 235-5590
www.tiresway.com
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bA Fitness® would
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like to extend a
helping hand to
UCF students.
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Because of the severe damage to your workout facility, LA Fitness would like to offer UCF
students .a special rate to join our sports club.
For a specially reduced initiation fee of only
$79 (originally $149) and just$34.99 a ·m onth
you'll get state-of-the-art amenities located
close to .the university.
.

LIMITED TIME OFFER. Membership offer based on the purchase of a new Easy Stsrt monthly membership with a one-time initiatlon fee of $79 and $34.99 monthly

~~~ ~0~~1~0d~e~~~~a&~i~~\~1d 16~~'!:~~~~ ~~~s:~~ct~~ 1b~ti:~itc:,~:~d~r~°r!~te~fr~~0~h~/~c~~~fn'~:~V~~;°M~~:~r~~~d~ls~e:~~~'ncE~~,~~-::~11~~~~av

account. Offer not available et our ltite locations. Offer Is not available in combination with other dYscounted r ates. Call club for details. tEExt.ra charge for some
amenities and leagues. Rates mey be subject to change witho4t notice, LA Fitness® Sports Clubs are registered with the state of Florida as a health studio. Florida
.
registration numbers HS4915. HS-5217, HS-4844, HS-4793.
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800 LA FITNESS

~

LAFITNESS.COM
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Exercise Your Options™

Prices valid,until UCF workout facility resumes for business. Offer available at any LA Fitness location in Orlando. Valid UCF l.D. is required.
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'.Research is his reaSon for living KEGS
Domestic/Imported
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

A young man dashes
through the halls of the chemistry department and disappears into one of the offices.
His blue shirt
accentuates his
piercing blue
eyes, and the tie
he wears is a
perfect match
for his dark
blonde hair and
his khakis.
Behind the Selby
white door, in
his office, the walls are decorated with drawings and models
of molecules, proteins ... and
remnants of a silhouette target
from a pistol practice. A lava
lamp on the window sill gently
played in the rays of sun, and
behind the desk sat Thomas L.
Selby, an assistant professor in
the department of chemistry.
He is looking at some complicated protein models on his
flat-screen monitor, and his
eyebrows are tied into something that projects a serious
involvement.
At 35, Selby is one of the
youngest prbfessors in the
chemistry department. In only
his second · year at UCF, he
teaches both undergraduate
and graduate level courses,
runs a state-of-the-art laboratory with eight full-time graduate
and undergraduate students,
· and is deeply involved in. outreach programs in the community -- aiming to · "bring
research to the lecture hall and
show what's going on in the
cutting-edge world of science
and research."
On an average day, his mind
is occupied with complicated
concepts such as· "structurebased drug design," or more
simply, creating.personalized
medication "for the 10 percent
of the people who have an
[adverse] reaction to certain
drugs," he explained.

Ask

·Class A_ct~
Instead of~
photography, he ·
focuses on x-ray crystallography, trying to understand proteins at the atomic
level. He holds office hours,
during which he provides undivided attention to his students,
and he tries to squeeze in a few
minutes for a snack.

Military makes the man
Still Selby was no overachiever, at least not in high
school. In fact, he "was not a
good student in high school,''
Selby said. He added, "I was
not disciplined." So upon graduation, he decided to join the
marines.
His decision turned out to '
be life changing. He served in
the Far East for four years. "It
was a great experience and
gave me appreciation of what
we have here [in the United
States],'' he said. He was a
member of the Marine Corps
Rifle and Pistol team, and was a
marksmanship
instructor
when in service, explaining the
silhouette target on his office
wall.
During his third year with
the marines he decided to go
back.to school. He started looking at different colleges' programs, and after finishing his
marine duty, he enrolled in the
chemical engineering program
of the University of Akron,
Ohio.
"When I got out of the
marines, I felt I was behind, so
I tried to catch up by taking 18.
credit hours per semester," said
Selby.
.
However, it was in his sophomore year that he came
across yet another turning
point in his life. His pursuit of a
chemical engineering degree
ended after a visit to a chemical
plant.
"We went to a chemical
plant and as we were touring

the plant, I asked a chemical
engineer what he was doing,"
Selby explained. "He said 'cost
analysis.'"
Selby thought about what
his degree, which was popular
in the 90's, could lead to and
decided to go in a different
alley in chemistry: research.
"A lot of students try to figure out what the hot trends are.
You should go and do something you enjoy, because you're
going to be doing it for the rest
of your life," he advised.

Research bug bites
· Following his realization, he
decided to gain some experience in the research arena at
the laboratory of one of his
professors. Within a week he
was given the key to the lab and

"Do something
•
youen1oy,
because you're
going to be
doing it for.the
rest of your life."
- THOMAS L. SELBY

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

joined the lab's research team.
"I got bitten by the research
bug," Selby said with a smile.
By his senior year, Selby .was
published in the Journal of
Mass Spectrometry, a difficult
feat for an undergraduate student to achieve.
He graduated With a bachelor's degree in chemistry and a
minor in physics, bypassed the
master's degree, and entered
the Ph.D. program in Ohio
State University. As a graduate
student, he worked 12-hour
days.during the week, and half

pening and how can it be
resolved?

cause.
If the patient is a female
and all the tests are negative,
Scalp hair loss is a very then no cause for the hair loss
common problem that affects can be determined. This can
both sexes, but primarily happen frequently, but normales. It could be caused by mally in females a biological
various abnormalities. Many cause can be isolated first as
times, if scarring of the scalp the cause of scalp hair loss.
In males with so-called
. is present, then the hair follicle itself is damaged. Scarring androgenic hair loss there are
can be caused .by infections of medications that can be used
the scalp, autoimmune disor- to treat the problem. Rogaine,
ders, as well as certain types an over-the-counter remedy,
of cancers.
can successfully treat some
If no scarring is present, patients' hair loss - involving
then certain medical disorders the crown or top of the scalp,
need to be excluded, such as but not other areas.
hypothyroidism, syphilis and
This product is easy to use
JOHN GEORGIOU, PA-C
iron deficiency. If all these are and has no major side effects.
UCFHealth Services
excluded .and the patient is a It can be used by both males
male, then hereditary or male- and females.
Lately I have been loosing a related hair loss can be
Propecia is anothe:i: medlot of scalp hair. Why is it hap- ·assumed as the most likely ication that can be used only

a doc

days on Saturdays and Sundays.
"If you are going to get a
Ph.D. decide what want to do,
focus, and do your best at it," he
advised. He obtained his Ph.D.
within five years.
His hard work and long
hours in the lab paip off well. "I
was in the [Ohio State] lab
around five in the morning and
my phone rings,'' he said excitedly, making it seeih like it was
yesterday that he got the call.
"... I got a j9b qffer at Scripps!"
he continued.
·
After two years of research
in the highly-regarded Scripps
Research Institute in. La Jolla,
Ca., where he worked with
some ()f the leaders of cuttingedge science an technology, he·
began applying for faculty positions at different universities.
After 30 applications .and a few
job offers, he decided to join
UCF's chemistry department.
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Work ~nd play come together
"It's not all about work. You
have to be happy at where you
work," said Selby, explaining
why he chose UCF over the Ivy
League schools offering him
faculty positions. "UCF has a
Vision of where it wants to be.
It felt good to go somewhere
that was growing. You take it
on your shoulders that the uni·versity is growing," he added.
Selby attributed his success
to a combination of discipline,
experience at the Marine
Corps, and interaction with
professors who "really cared."
He explained, "a lot of times
when students are pushed [by
their professors], they feel intimated. But, [the push] is for
them to reach their full potential."
Selby still keeps as busy as
he did during his post-doctorate days. He said, "You are
always re-inventing yourself.
There is so much information
out there. What you need is a
set of glasses to know what to
focus on."

·

KIRIN ICHBAN

12 PK SPECIAL BEER PRICE

ONLY$

{Sep!. AH beer going up in price)

7 99+

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443

Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am -: 2am ·

FREE LEGAL SERVICES
~

IIIII

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

~

IIIII

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys about legal · matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of triat may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:

in males to treat hair loss. It
can stimulate hair growth on
various areas of the scalp. It
also has few side effects and is
generally well tolerate<:i.
All
these
treatments
require continuous usage to
work. They do not offer permanent hair growth, and if ,
they are discontinued it will
result to resumption of hair
loss.
In summary, scalp hair loss
is a common problem affecting millions of people of both
genders. It is important to
exclude any underlying disease before attempting to treat
it with any over-the-counter
or prescription medications.

•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students.

•·

Traffic cases

•·

Criminal law
•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.
·

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointm1.:nL or visit the
Student Resource Center, room I 55,
ivlonday-Friday 8am-5pm.

E·mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu
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The Stuc\ent Ac~c\emic Resource Center (SARC) presents . . .

INING FAIR 20

JUMP-START .YOUR

BRAIN~

STATE-OF-THE~ART, LIFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE
• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
• Stare-of- the-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techniques .• Emergencies Accepted
• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Staff • Air Abrasion, Drill-Less Dentistry
• Bridges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Dentistry • Conveni~1t Payment Pla:ns

• Student Identification Card=10% Discount!
• Same Day Emergency Care!

Discover effective ways to:
-ta k~ notes
- react yo w · textbooks
- orga nize information
Explo re t est - t a king strategies!

.1 0am-2pm

Student Union
Key West 21 BAB

Meet tutors a net SI b:ic\ers

GEORGE

11 780

A. YARKO, DDS

EAST COLONlAL DRIVE • O RLANDO
C ALL

(407) 282-2101

Lea rn h o w t o c\e al with math
, ;:inxiety!

1013 LOCKWOOD BOULEVARD. O VIEDO

Stress m.:tn<1ge m e nt wo rkshops!

WE C ORDIALLY INVITE You TO CALl,,

Learn ho w t o use yo m syll;:ibus

\,

personalized & co11ifortable

WE C ORDIALLY l N.vrrn You TO

Discove r y o ur learning style!

Fot more Informatio n c o ntact S ARC at:
Howa rd P hflilps Hall 11 3
407- 823-5 130
w*w.sarc .s des .ucf .edu
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.Meet with faculty and staff ,
~

representin.g UCF's more than
·100 master1s, doctoral, specialist, .
~

and certificate programs
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For complete details, please visit www.graduate.ucf.edu
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Cleanup
could take
months
FROM Al

Seven
rooms
were
destroyed from the water
damage, displacing 14 members into a Holiday Inn.
"Worst-case scenario puts
them there for two months,
but it could be as little as two
weeks," he said. Currently,
the bathrooms, electricity
and the Internet are all functioning.
"Our house and roof is
actually going to be a lot better," Ruiz said, "we were in
need of some repairs, and
now they're getting done."
Ruiz added that the members
hope to have at least the bottom floor of the house accessible for fraternity rush,
which starts next Wednesday.
Frances did "a lot of minor'
water damage," Evelyn said, ·
to a variety of building on
campus.
Buildings harmed by
Frances' angry sheets of rain
and shrieking winds included
Classroom Building I, .the
Arena, the Academy for
Teaching and the Library.
The Library suffered the
most damage, campus officials said. A leak in the roof
caused water to seep into the
building's fifth floor. Campus
employees quickly covered
bookshelves with tarps.
1\venty dehumidifiers and
an assortment of fans were
brought in, too. The thought
was that the moisture in the
air could affect the books,
Evelyn said.
Physical Plant employees
have already patched the
leak.
Though Charley's rains
rusted most of the 73 electrical workout machines and
18,000 pounds of free weights
when the roof ripped off the
Recreation and Wellness
Center on Aug. 13, Frances
caused no additional damage
to the building.
Some local apartment
complexes, including Pegasus
Landing and Pegasus Pointe
apartl,llents, did not have
Internet or telephone services during the storm. Many
report that these utilities are
now working.
The UCF Cocoa, Melbourne and Palm Bay branch
campuses will re-open for
faculty and students on Monday. Plans to resume classes
on Monday at the Daytona
Beach and Deland campuses
have not been finalized. Students, faculty and staff needing updates for those campuses can call 407-823-5334
for more information.
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' a tool of the·past. It's competition.
It's stress management. It's knowledge.
Ifs an art. It's a reproduction. ''
.
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www.solylunatannfng.com

UCFArea
11014 Collegiate Way
Orlando. H328l'l
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(407) 277.8686

. SMART TAN CERTIFIED

What do you see? Every day, The New York Times helps you see the world around
you in whole new ways. Pick up your copy of The Times today. And to subscribe at

(,.

a very special student rate of more than 50% off, call 1-888-NYT-COLL and
mention media code S84AJ_. Or visit nytimes.com/student. THE NEW YORK TIMES.
INSPIRING THOUGHT. DAILY.
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Gomg to the UCF Football Game?
Are you Under the Age of 21?
E
··
BEWAR

F1a. Stat. 562.111 make$ It a c:rrme fOt a persctn un{ier the ege ot 21 lo
poosess atoohOJ. It is not a defense to the crlm• that you merety·
held a contai~r
of alcohol
,but.did not drink from It.
.
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Vou can be am:sted for thi1 ~.end lh5' Crime is punishabfe by:
*Up to 60 d• in jal & a fine ~up to $5® (fist offense) ·
*Up to one year lnjQi! &, afig& of up lo'.$1 t®faec:q!ld offertSel
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An offioer Ila

;/.

jil~lo~1 ltelttter;.aTr&St and tal«tto Jall~ or Issue·a

notice to ap r
ltidMdual Jtie off191r believes has ViOiatecl Ra. ..
Stal 562.111~ . //.. ·. rce to api:>eJY is a promise bya,peraon charged with
a crime to a~dl'f court at the specified time and looatfon. In order to
be issued a Nb~ tt) A.~~r. 1he rndMdoal charge:d must sign the
Nob ind.lea.ting a ,pn;·mr~ to appear) IMf'le person r-etu~s to stgn ttte
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As cheerleaders cheered, above, those in the crowd at the Student UniQn, below, reached out for T-shirts to wear to Saturday's football game.

·.
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Sports Marketing hopes threat
of Ivan won't deter football fans ·
FROM

Y
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night. Kickoff is at 6 p.m.
"We're ready," 20-year-old
Aimee Tingen said. The junior
and her two friends, toting
black and gold pompoms at
the pep rally, made plans to
arrive at the Citrus Bowl a few
hours before the game. A
group of people from work are
going to tailgate, Tingen said.
Junior Jimmy Skiles is getting ready, too. Hi$ pre-game
plans include "a little tailgating, a little painting of the
body," the 20-year-old said
with a laugh.
While students stock up on
face paint and alcohol, UCF's
Sports Marketing Department
has some plans of its own.
The pep rally was a joint
effort between Student Government Association and
Sports Marketing. For the sec,ond year in a row, Sports Mar• keting is also hosting "Fan
Faire," a free event featuring
food, music, ·games and ven- ·
dors in.Tinker Field, the baseball field adjacent to the Citrus
Bowl.
"I would love to have 10,000
students come out to this
game," said Gert Garman,
director of Sports Marketing.
"It's time for students to support this."
Fan Faire begins at 3 p.m.
This year's lineup of vendors
and entertainment include the
local band Molly's Chair, the
Tex-Mex chain restaurant
Chipotle and a Hooters lounge
with wings and a lineup of
Hooters girls.
Additionally, a Jumbotron
will allow viewers to watch
games from all over the country, as well as the UCF game.
· The football team will march
through Tinker Field at 4 p.m.
to shake hands and talk with
the fans.
Faire-goers must present a
gam~ ticket or student ID for
free admission. Fans will be
given a wristband at the event
and are only allowed to leave
and return to Tinker Field

once from 3 p.m. on, Garman
said. The idea is to keep people at the field or in the Citrus
Bowl, not the adjacent parking·
lots.
Like last year, UCF Police
will clear the parking lots 30
minutes after kickoff. "The •
same rules are going to apply
this year ... we want people to
enjoy themselves before the
game," Garman said, "but no
kegs and watch the glass."

funky on campus right now
because of the hurricane,"
Garman said. "And that may
affect the attendance, but the
next hurricane is not coming
until Monday, if it even does
come. People should still show
up for the game."
The threat of Hurricane
Ivan isn't enough to keep some
fans off the field. Twenty-yearold Brandon Purington is even
hopeful about the Knights'

appeEr In court

TO resdWJ.the casewittiou~ gQingtp t~e court the

charged ~rson would ha\l'e to Sign.Jlie bar:Aof the Ndftce to Appearl
lndrea1lng·ltla~1ttie pemQn c~ar:ged. pieacls n~ oonteQt. ~ win pay the
monetary penalfy BsWon the lromQf the Nbtice to ApRear. The signa·

ture on tile front.of ftle Notlde to .Apr)ear is only. a.@~~e in appear. not
an"ad~lssron Of guWt Therefore lf,1heOfficer ajkt ~u to sign the
NO'Uce to Appear, sign the fro:nt of the notice to.tvCJld gm11g to Jail.
l'
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Today and tomorrow, stu- chances. "I'm expecting it to
dents can stop by the Sports b~ close," he said.
Marketing Department and
During the game, Sports
pick up tickets and a hangtag Marketing is teaming up with
for the new "students only" Disney to provide a 9/11 tribute
section of the Citrus Bowl as a halftime show. Veterans,
which spans sections 113-119: firefighters and police can
The Black and Gold Nation receive two free tickets to see
section holds 2500 students the show. Nine Disney characand comes with a hangtag that ters will show up on the field
will allow students to park for with the band while a fly-by
free at the closest student-only occurs overhead, Garman said.
lot outside of the stadium.
The Golden Knights lost
Freshman Frenzy will rush 34-6 to No. 21 Wisconsin in
the field again this year with Madison
last
weekend.
1,000 freshmen running in O'Leary missed the seasonduring half-time, shaking the opening game at Wisconsin
football players' hands and after his mother, Margaret, 83,
waving their UCF T-shirts died Sept. 1 in New York.
around. _The freshmen will
Though the game won't be
have 20 buses to take them to televised, fans can hear live
the field, while the rest of the coverage on radio station
student body will have to find · 740AM, starting at 4 p.m. with
its own ride for now. There are the pregame show. The game
plans to have buses transport- can also be heard on the Intering fans for other home games. net at http:// www.ucfathlet·
'
"The whole atmosphere is ics~com.

)

)
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First time guest, one per customer
Waterford Lakes location only
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Keep In mind that if you resolve tl'iis·ma~r by pleading no contest and
paying the amount on the back Qi th~ oh~ng dbcument. you have in
effect entered a written plea of no :C:Ohtest to 1he crime and received a
sentence of a wtthhotd Q:f a(:IJlJdldatiQ~i alln.e.1plus court cos1s. The~
fore,.if you p .ead no contm, pay,the tines and court costs and you
are subsequently asked if you tta'lie~er enter&d a plea of guilty or
no ~ontest to a crime, your answer wlll have to be YES.

ent Legal Services
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,, Notice to Appear;. the off1Qf3r,must take ttlaf ~ ·to Jail. In addition to
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BETWEEN.iHE LINES

INSIDETHE ·

~WVUholds

advantage on
Saturday
JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

After a disastrous opening weekend
that started with the death of Coach
George O'Leary's mother and the arrival
ofthe second hurricane to hit the Orlando
area in three weeks, and culminated in a
34-6 lambasting at the hands of the Wisconsin Badgers, the UCF Knights welcome a top-10 team, the West Virginia
Mountaineers, to the Citrus Bowl for ...,
their home opener.
O'Leary takes the sidelin~ for the
first time on Saturday and will lead the
Knights against a Rich Rodriguez- •
coached Mountaineer team that slaughtered East Carolina last week 56-23. The
Knights have a tall order as they try to
even their record t:'o 1-1 <l.Ild give their new
coath his first victory in black and gold.
Let's break it down ...

Rushing yards by
West Virginia
running back Kay
Jay Harris last
Saturday against
ECU

I
j.
j

Rushing
touchdowns scored
by Harris against
ECU

0

•,

West Virginia offense vs. UCF defense
Advantage: West Virginia

Rushing yards
given up by UCF's
defense against
Wisconsin Saturday '

I
j

~

!

Touchdowns UCF
scored against
Wisconsin

Briefs
The Division I
Championships/Com
petition Cabinet is
meeting in two
weeks to go over
new plans to
organize NCM
baseball schedules in
order to level the
playing field for
northern schools
who feel that
southern schools
have .a scheduling
· advant~ge duelto to ·
the warmer weather,

!:
lo

.,'•
'l

·-

. Upcoming

1

UCF football hosts
No. 11 West Virginia
at 6 p.m. Saturday at
the Citrus Bowl ...
Men's Soccer hosts
Marshall for the
UCF/Adidas Kickoff
Classic at 8 p.m.
,tomorrow at the
UCF Soccer Complex
... Women's Soccer
hosts Tulane at 6
p.m. tomorrow for
the UCF Fall
Invitational at t~e
UCF Soccer Complex
... Men's golf travels
io Toledo, Ohio, •
tomorrow to
compete in the
Inverness
Intercollegiate ...
Volleyball heads to
Provo, Utah
tomorrow to face
Utah Valley State in
the BYU Mizuno
Classic

(OURTESY WESTVIRGINIA ATHLETICS

. Last season, the West Virginia University Mountaineers hosted UCF for homecoming in Morgantown. WVU defeated UCF 3&-18 and racked up more than 300 yards of rushing against the Knights.

0
"

to ·

b!es

"We're monitoring
that hurricane pretty
closely, but I leave
that to my
administration to
make decisions
about the safety of
the athletes along
with the safety of
the fans. But again, I
think it's too early to
make a call on the
news that I got."
- UCF FOOTBALL
COACH GEORGE
O'LEARY ON THE
THREAT OF
HURRICANE.IVAN

I'
;

i
~

~
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I

"Ithink our team is
bonded, but I would
hope that was there
already. Ido thi~k
that it gave a chance
to the coaches to
grade the film on a
Saturday night, and
get right into West
Virginia on Sunday.
So we got a little
jump in that area,
and that helped the
players."
- O'LEARY ON ANY
POSITIVES THAT
CAME OUT OF THE
TEAM'S EXTRA STAY
IN WISCONSIN

Kay Jay Harris leads
a steep West Vifgitiia
Mountaineer offense
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Last week, West Vrrginia running back
Kay Jay Harris ran for 337 yards and fou.r
touchdowns against East Carolina as the
Mountaineers spanked the.Pirates 56-23.
The Golden Knights defense is in for a

that can really take it to the barn," O'Leary
said of Harris during Tuesday's MAC 'teleconference. "He can make the cuts that
need to be made with the offense that
they're running. I think that there is no
question that he had a heck of a game
against East Carolina. He's a back that can
make you miss, but can also run you over.
He has all the tools."
The Knights are coming off a 34-6
pounding at the hands of No. 21 Wisconsin
last Saturday. The UCF defense gave up 230 ·
yards to the Badgers' rushing offense and
another 160 yards in the air.
UCF saw big improvements on both

.

PLEASESEE

The Knights had a day to forget on /'
offense last Satirrday against Wisconsin.
They gained just 230 yards of total
offense, rushed for 53 ·yards, and turned
the ball over twice. Sophomore quarter- •
back Steven Moffett was at the epicenter
of both turnovers, throwing an interception and fumbling the ball away, despite
completing 13 of his 24 passes. Alex .,,
Haynes had a rough day as well, accounting for UCF's entire rushing yardage total,
but it took him 21 carries to do so - an .,
average of 2.5 yards per carry. The lone
bright spot was WR Luther Huggins, who
averaged 17 yards per reception against
the Badgers.
"I
Last week, West Virginia's defense had
trouble with East Carolina's pass attack.
Pirates quarterback James Pinckney hit
on 26 of 51 passes for 322 yards and three •
touchdowns, but was picked off twice and
racked up most of those totals when the

HAYN ES ON A12

PLEASESEE

RUN ON A14 •

·volleyball looks for rebound in BYU tourney
Knights suffer rare shutout in LSU, hope for
redemption against Utah Valley State in Provo
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior StaffWriter

With portions of l-10 closed, UCF's volleyball team decided to stay in New Orleans
and will embark for the BYU Mizuno Classic. later on this evening.
"It's something once again that we really
can't control," Coach Meg Colado said.
'We're just thankful that we were able to get
our plane tickets exchanged, and be on our
way to Utah."
UCF has been practicing at Tulane University for the past couple of days. As~istant
Coach Sam Ojie spent the previous five sea-

sons.
The Knights are ready to improve on a 03 weekend, in which the Knights did not
crack the 0.100 hitting percentage mark.
They fmished the match against Rice with a
negative percentage.
"Obviously we need to work on our percentage," Colado said. "Hitting negative is
never an option, and the middles need to
become more consistent with timing and
execution."
·
Katie Kohnen and Maureen Perez split
time at setter last weekend, but Colado didn't expect poor execution - especially from
her outside hitters.

..

UCF offense vs. West Vir9inia defense
· Advantage: West Virginia

. ~·

long Saturday.
But in UCF's defense, Harris did run all
over one of last season's worst teams in
Division I-A football The Pirates fmished
2003 with a 1-ll overall record, and their
only win came against a·pitiful Anny squad
that fmished the 2003 season O-i3.
Regardless of opposition, Ha:rris leads
the No. ll Mountaineers (1-Q) into the Citrus
Bowl Saturday for the UCF ·home opener.
The game marks the first h<;>me game of
George O'Leary's term as coach at UCF (01). The fon:p.er national "Coach of the Year"
is ·aware that stopping Harris and the
Mountaineer running attack will be a tough
task.
· "I think that hts an outstanding back

Magic number: 30
West Virginia is· 103-6-1 since 1980
when they score at least 30 points.

THE DEFENSE KEEPS

I

Last Saturday against East Carolina,
WVU running back Kay-Jay Harris scampered his way into the Big East record
books, 'running for 337 yards on 2$ carries
and scoring four times. By comparison, he
rushed for just 524 yards in 2003, and his •
168 yards in the second quarter alone
against the Pirates were three times UCF's
team total against Wisconsin.
·~
He and the West Virginia offensive line
now face a defense that gave up 230 rush
yards against the Uadgers. But Harris isn't
the only -threat UCF has to deal with. •
Senior Mountain~er quarterback Rasheed
Marshall is one of the best double-threat
passers in the nation. For his career, he has
thrown for over 3,500 yards and run for •
over 1,000. Although he was only six-1~f-15
for 143 yards with two pi'cks, he commanded WVU's offense to an unbeliev- ~
able 621 total yards of offense against
ECU.
UCF's defense has its second tall order
in as many weeks. If they manage to stop
the Mountaineers! ground game, the
Knights may have a slight advantage they did hold Wisconsin to just 170 yards
passing last week. However, the Badgers "
were able to command the line of scrimmage so well that they only had to attempt
20 passes, completing nine - an average
of almost 19 yards per completion. This •
season, the .Mountaineers are averaging
23.8 yards per completibn.

'We were expecting the timing with the
middles to be slightly off in the beginning
[of the season]," Colado said. ''But I was surprised at the uncharacteristic errors by our
outside hitters."
. ·
UCF faces Utah Valley State tomorrow
night and future Conference USA foe Memphis and national power BYU loom on Sat-'
urday.
Here's a glimpse at this weekend's tournament field in Provo.
'

Scouting Utah Valley State
The Wolverines will enter their second
season of Division I play under Coach Sam
Atoa as an independent. Last season, UVSC
posted upset wins over Washington State
and Boise State. The team has already faced
No. 24 Utah this season.
UVSC returns outside hitters Alina Wal-

BVU Mizuno Classic

•
•

at Provo, Utah

•

Friday ........ .. at Utah Valley State .......... ... .....9 p.m.
Saturday ...... . vs. Memphis .. . . ... ..... .. . . .. . . . : . ..2 p.m.
Saturday ....... vs. BYU .. ..... ...... .. .. .... . ...... .9 p.m.

• .,

lauer and Krystal Peterson along with setter
Lacee Koelliker, who all received independ- •
ent honors last season. Wallauer was named
the "Independent Newcomer of the Year"
and was selected to the All-Independent
Second Team. Koelliker anQ. Peterson were * 6
both named to the Independent All-Freshman Teai;n.

•
PLEASESEE

YOUNG ON A11

•
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Young Wolverine program has
already pulled off large upsets
FROM AlO

Scouting Memphis
. Memphis felt a little left out of
last year's NCAA Championships after posting a 30-6
record. reaching the Conference
USA championship match
before falling to Louisville.
For the second straight season the Tigers swept their way
through the Memphis Invitational tournament.
Setter
Heather · Watts took home
"Tournament MVP" honors
while middle hitter Melissa
.Nance was named to the AllTournament team.
In the first two matches ofthe
tournament, the Tigers ripped 31
aces. Last season Memphis finished 24th in the NCAA, smacking 2.06 a game.
Watts is looking to improve
on a junior campaign where she
was named AVCA All-Midwest
regio,n honorable mention and
broke a school record with 1,792
assists.
Memphis started its road trip
yesterday with a match at Weber
State. Results were not available
at press time.

•

Scouting BYU
The Cougar program is filled
with a rich tradition and is currently third all-time in wins
among NCAA Division I
schools. BYU has won at least 20
matches in 29 of the last 30 seasons en route to 19 consecutive
NCAA Tournaments.
Last weekend BYU went 2-1
at the Penn State Classic and was
even with the eighth-ranked Nit,..,
tany Lions before running out of
e '
gas in games three and four. PreseasonAll-Mountain West setter
Lauren Richards, who averaged
an astonishing 49 assists per
game last weekend, primes the
BYUattack.
Outside hitter Kim Wilson,
,,. · who posted a team-high 370 kills
last season, picked up right .
where she left off with two double-doubles over the weekend.
For their efforts, Richards and
Wilson were named to the All-

.

Extended schedule
Friday .... . ...... at Utah Valley State./ BYU Mizuno Classic at ................... .'... 9 p.m.
Saturday ........ vs. Memphis I BYU Mizuno Classic at Provo, Utah ............ . .. . ... 2 p.m.
Saturday ........ vs. BYU I BYU Mizuno Classic at Provo, Utah .... ......•.....•... : . ..9 p.m.
Sept.17 . .. ...... vs.Georgia I UCFFall Invitational ....... .... . .....•.. . ......... .. .7 p.m.
Sept.17 ..... ..... vs.South Alabama I UCF Fall Invitational . .. . .. . ...•........•......1:30 p.m.
Sept. 18 ......... vs. Western Carolina I UCF Fall Invitational ................ .. ...... .7 p.m.
Sept.24 . . ...... . vs. USF .......... .. . . .. ........ . .... .. .... . , .. ... ......•.. . .. .7 p.m.
Sept. 27 . .. , .. . .. vs. Miami .. . .. .... .. .... ... ..•. •......•..... . ... .. .. .. ...... .. . 7 p.m.
Oct. l ......... .. vs. Troy* ..... . ..... . ................................ ..... .... .7 p.m.
Oct. 8 .. . ....... . at Campbell* ......... ... ..... : .•• ... .... . .......•• ... .... ... . .7 p.m.
Oct. 9... .. ....... at Gardner-Webb* . ....................... . . . ..................2 p.m.
Oct.12 .... . ... .. at Florida State .. . ........... ........ . ........ .. .. ... ..._. ..... .7 p.m.

Classic team.
Middle blocker Lindsy Hartsock was a force to be reckoned
with up front, controlling the net
and rejecting eight shots against
Penn State. In ,:E.dition, outside
hitter Erica Lott smacked 13 kills
in her second collegiate start.
This tournament has a lot of

similarities to the Western
Michigan Invitational that UCF
won a year ago on the road.
"They might have more size
and more experience," Colado
said before the season. "But I
have a feeling that we're going to
make a nice little run at them due
to our consistency:•

Play for 1,370 cash scholarships worth 810.

OP

10 Spring Break vacations in Cancun, Mexico.· '""'!\!=~~--~...,.....,,,.~;;
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SGA Medieval March
to Penn State
UCF Football vs-. Penn State
Sept. 18th 2~04 '

FREE TRANSPORTATION
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MAC coming off terrible week ,. ·
Marshall faces No. 9
OSU after falling to
unranked Trojans
MATT DUNAWAY

West Virginia senior running back Kay Jay Harris ran for 61 yards on 10 carries when UCF played in Morgantown last season.

Haynes compiled 63 yards on 11
carries against WVU last season
FROM AlO

"Right now with West Virginia, I think there's a lot more
sides of the ball from last sea- problems [to defend] from a forson, despite some ill-fated mation sta.ndpoint," 0 1Leary
turnovers and inexperienced said. "I think now that West Virplays.
ginia is a very talented football
"I thought that we went out, team. I watched them on tape,
and we had opportunities to get and they have great athleticism.
some things done that we did"I think Wisconsin was basin't," O'Leary said. "But I think cally a downhill run team,"
that we played with good effort. O'Leary continued. "You know I
I wanted to make sure that we think that West Virginia spreads
got that done. I think that if they the ball around. I think they
continue on that path, they'll have a much more athletic quarhave their chance to get into the terback that can make a lot of
win column. I didn't want to see things happen both with his feet
anybody with their heads down, and his arm. I think that's the
it's a 60 minute game."
difference there, and I think
He continued, "I thought that they do a lot more things as far
the kids played hard, but they as formations are concerned as
didn't play smart all the time. well as attacking the field vertiHowever they did play hard. cally and horizontally."
That was one positive. Football
Marshall threw for· only 163
is a game of consistency, and yards and one touchdown
that we were consistent against ECU, but he ran the ball
throughout the whole game in nine times for 41 yards as well.
any phase."
Marshall's top receiving threat
Sophomore
quarterback is Mike Henry who caught four
Steven Moffett threw for 177 passes for 86 yards against ECU.
yards against WISconsin, nearly
Last season the Knights chaltripling his best total ofthe three lenged the Mountaineers in
games he played in during 2003. Morgantown for West Virginia's
While the UCF offense com- homecoming. WVU defeated
mitted two tmnovers against UCF 36-18. The Knights got an
the Badgers, the Knights forc~d early glimpse of Harris as the
one turnover against Wisconsin then second-string back rushed
as well Last season the Knights 10 times for 61 yards.
ranked dead last 'a mong DiviUCF senior tailback Alex;
sion I-A football teams in Haynes saw limited action
turnovers.
against the Mountaineers last
West Virginia features a bal- season, carrying the ball just 11'·
anced offensive attack led by times for 63 yards.
Harris on the ground and quarMarshall also played against
terback Rasheed Marshall Mar- the Knights last season, comshall is a dual threat, as he has a pleting eight of 15 passes and
strong arm and quick legs.
racking up a sparse '73 yards.

Also playing a major factor in
this rematch is the rash of hurricanes that have been threatening Florida Enduring two hurricanes in three weeks, Orlando
residents are now preparing for
the potential impact of Hurricane Ivan. Despite the lingering
threat, O'Leary remains steadfast that attendance should be
higher than ever.
"I was hoping that they
woulci have more for this game
than they ever had," 0'4eary
said of the attendance at the
home opener. "I really don't get
involved in it that much, but
obviously it's the first home
game. I think that UCF has done
everything that they can do to
promote the game, and get the
fans involved. A lot of it will be
left up to the fans, and their
mental mindset of where they
are. Hopefully the weather stays
with us so we can get this game
in."
West Virginia is led by Coach
Rich Rodriguez, who has been
calling the shots for the Mountaineers for four seasons.
Rodriguez has helped guide
WVU to the top of the new-look
Big East Conference.
"I think that he's [Coach
Rodriguez] done an outstanding job," O'Leary said. "He came
in and got the players. I think
he's done a good job recruiting.
They're well coached, and what
I can see from all three phases
they've good athleticism, which
I think is the key. He's a good
guy bringing athletes in, and
putting them in the right places
where they can make plays."

Ball State at (23) Purdue

The Cardinals didn't give
the record crowd anything to
After a 0-6 mark against cheer about as Ball State Stathe top 25 last weekend, the dium hosted _its first game
MAC has four more chances under the lights. BSU f5!ll 19-ll
this weekend to make a splash to Boston College, failing to
as the top mid-major confer- score an offensive touchence in the nation. For the down. In it's previous game,
first time this season, all 14 Purdue shut down Syracuse
teams will be in action on Sat- 51-0.
Quarterback Billy Lynch
urday.
Here's a closer look at was 19-for-32 and threw for
some of the marquee match- 147 yards in his first start.
Wide receiver Dante Ridgeups.
way is five catches away from
the school record.
Marshall at (9) Ohio State .
Ball State's last non-conferThe Thundering Herd will
have to lick their wounds in a ence road win was at Conhurry with a trip to Columbus necticut in 2002.
on the horizon. Last weekend • Interesting Fact: Purdue
provided an embarrassing 17- has won seven in a row at
15 losS- to Troy at home, and· home since an opening-game
perhaps Marshall was looking loss against Bowling Green
to this weekend. It was the last season.
first time since 1983 that the
Herd dropped its home open- Eastern Michigan at (11) Florida
Not only will the Eagles
er.
Marshall garnered only 177 have to deal with revved up
yards of total offense, its low- ' crowd at Ben Hill Griffin Staest output in school history at dium, but they will also have
home. The offensive line had to cope with the Florida suna rough day, allowing eigpt shine as game time has
sacks while the Ohio State already been moved up to 1
defense led the Big Ten last p.m.
EMU came from behind
season giving up only 296.8
and held off Buffalo 37-34 in
yards per contest.
Running back Lydell Ross the lone league game a weekbusted loose for 141 yards on end ago. Running back Antho17 carries while quarterback ny Sherrell racked up 151 yards
Justin Zwick had moments of
brilliance, throwing for 213
yards but also allowing two
interceptions.
Interesting Fact: Ohio State
Coach Jim Tressel is 2-3 alltime against Marshall while
he was at Youngstown State.
Senior Staff Writer

COURTESYWESTVIRGINIAATHLETICS

Interesting Fact: This is the
fifth longest series among all
Division I-A schools as these
two teams will hook up for the
109th Battle of the Bell.

on the ground and a touchdown, extending his streak to
nine consecutive games with
at least 100 rushing yards.
Four of the last five seasons the Eagles have won
their season opener, but have
failed to start 2-0 each time.
The -last time EMU started a
season 2-0 was 1989.
Quarterback Chris Leak is
primed and ready to improve
from an outstanding freshman season in which he threw
for 2,435 yards and 16 touchdowns. The Gators have
thrown for at,least 245 yards
per game for 14 consecutive
seasons.
Interesting Fact: VF Coach
Ron Zook played at MAC
member Miami from 1972-75.
The team went 34-1-1 over that
stretch, including a 1973 Tangerine Bowl win over Florida
16-7.
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Western Michigan at Virginia
Tech
·
These two teams face off
for the third time in four seasons, but the difference this
season is the Hokies will be
representing the ACC.
In their 42-0 rout of Tennessee-Martin, the Broncos
scored on an interception
return by linebacker Mike
Giorgianni and wide receiver
Greg Jennings scored on a
punt return - before the
offense took the field.
Once on the field, quarterback Blayne Bagget completPLEASE SEE ANOTHER ONA14

Miami at Cincinnati
Both teams are coming off
losses to Big Ten squads.
Michigan crushed Miami 4310 in Ann Arbor, and Ohio
State eventually blew away
Cincinnati 27-6.
The Redhawks lost control
of the nation's longest winning streak last weekend but
did not go down without a
fight. Miami was marching
down the field for a potential
game tying score when quarterback Josh Betts' pass was
picked off and returned the
distance by linebacker Ernest
Shazor. Betts finished the day
with four interceptions.
The UC defense forced
three turnovers, but quarter- .
back Gino Guidugli could not
capitalize, throwing for only
162 yards. The Bearcat rush- .
ing attack was held to only 76
yards.
This is Miami's final nonconference game before
opening MAC-play against
Ohio next weekend. The Redhawks have won the last three
meetings in the series.
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George.0 learv and the GOLDEN KNIGHTS
1

take on west Virginia seot... 11th at 6 P.ID. in the Florida Citrus Bowl
Student ticket pickup will take place at the student union, from 10 a.m. to In addition to preferred parking, students who pick up their tickets will be
~ p.m. Tuesday, 9/J. through 9/10.
able to sit in the Black and Gold Nation sedion of student seating. Those
students sitting in the Black and Gold Nation will be elipible for great
Students who wish to park in the parking lots located adjacent t<> the
prizes and giveaways. At our first game against West V1rginia we will be
Citrus Bowl must pick up their tickets and accompanying hang-tag durin.g giving away a free year's worth of.rent courtesy _of University House on
Alafaya.
·
·
student ticket pick-up.
·
Students that are unable to pi~k-up their tickets can still enter the game
free of charge, and park free of charge, but parking for those without
hang-tags will be·less convenient.
·
_ ...........--..........._

UCF will also be celebrating Patriots Day by honoring Police, Fire/EMT as
well as Military Personnel. APatriotic themed pre-_game show is planned.
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· Parking a~d
.·T ransportation.
Services
'

'

Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
, vehicles parked on campus. :
·:A

Permits MUST .be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
, ~Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
• Give directions

'i

Transportation Services*
UCF offers shuttles to and from off-campus
apartment complexes including:

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. ·
f
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• Pegasus Pointe
• Research Park
• Pegasus Landing
• College Station
·Jefferson Commons
·Arbor Apartm~nts
·Village atAlafaya Club • Collegiate Village Inn
·Village at Science Drive , • Northgate Lakes
·University House
• Riverwind .
• Boardwalk
·Tivoli
*Shuttle operates on class days only, except Saturdays.

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.pa rki ng. ucf.ed u
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the .lines. Pay onlin,e with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay ·online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

YoUr permit must be oTdered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
.I
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· Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424

Run defenses will play big role on Saturday
FROM

~

1

AlO

game was well out of hand the score was 42-9 WVU at
halftime. The Mountaineers .
slammed the door early and
often on ECU's running game
- they gained a paltry 59 yards
on 28 carries, for 2.1 yards per
carry). UCF Offensive Coordinator Tim Salem is co~tted
to controlling the ball and
keeping
West
Virginia's
offense off the field. For UCF to
have a chance, it must establish
the run.

8 in his first season in Morgantown.
O'Leary makes his muchanticipated UCF home debut
versus a team he has never
coached against. This will be
the first time he paces the sidelines as head coach since
December l, 2001, when his
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets
fell to the Florida State Seminoles, 28-17. UCF again faces a
tough non-conference schedule in 2004, but O'Leary's ·
career non-conference record
is 12-4.

Magic number: 12

Magic number: 8-9

Alex Haynes needs just 12
rushing yards to pass Marquette Smith for second alltime on UCF's career rush
yardage list.

UCF special teams vs. West
Virginia special teams
Advantage: West Virginia

F L A M· E S
ALL STAR CHEERLEADING • TRAMP & TUMBLE • 407-296 -500 1

WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS
Adult Open competition team has spots available Sept 18
Compete in an International Championship in Bottcop, Germany.
Check us out at www.orlando:flames.com

Rich Rodriguez's career
record in non-conference ·
games.

Intangibles
Advantage: West Virginia

.

There is a strong special
teams tradition at West Virginia, and that tradition continues in the return game. Adam
"Pacman" Jones returned a
punt 76 ·yards for his second
career kick-return touchdown
last week against ECU and
comes in averaging almost 24
r yards per punt return in 2004.
L He will have to contend with
" suspect kick coverage - UCF
gave up an average of 17 yards
per punt and almost 30 per
kickoff.
Matt Prater was two-fortwo against Wisconsin, including a 51-yarder, and averaged
42.2 yards per punt. Aaron
COlfRTBYWEST VIRGINIA ATHLETICS
Home was a pleasant surprise Mountaineers quarterback Rasheed Marshall threw for 163 yards against ECU last week.
last week, pinning the Badgers
inside their own 20 three times Magic number: 40
WVU has been on the
on four punts. However, UCF
West Virginia PK Brad upswing the past two seasons
has not gained a yard this year Cooper is just one-for-seven under Rodriguez. The former
o~ punt returns, and picked up
walk-on linebacker at WVU
career from beyond 40 yards.
less than 15 yards per kickoff
brought his club from a 1-4
return. The Knights will need Coaching
start to a share of the Big East
more pro~:iuction out of the Geol'9e O'Leary, UCF vs. Rich
title and a bowl appearance.
return game to help shorten the Rodnguez, West Virginia
Under Rodriguez, the Mounfield for the offense.
taineers are 17-9 since going 3Advantage: push

WVU is coming off an
impressive opener against East
Carolina, and it has a 1-0 alltime advantage on UCF. The
Mountaineers pulled away
from UCF in last year's
matchup, winning 36-18 in
Morgantown. They moved up
from llth to 10th in The Associated Press rankings and have
their sights set on a second .
straight Big East title, with
Miami and Virginia Tech now
in the ACC.
UCF is coming off a loss to
another top-25 squad and are
road-weary after a long weekend in Madison, Wis., thanks
to Hurricane Frances. Coach
O'Leary finally makes hi~ UCF
debut, but the Knights are still
stung by the stigma of having
never beaten a ranked opponent in 14 tries. They will have
a raucous home crowd behind
them - UCF expects at least
40,000 fans for O'Leary's
debut.

Magic number: 0-4
UCF has lost all four home
games it has played all-time
against ranked opponents.

Another rough week on MAC teams' horizon
Last weekend the Bobcats had The good news for the Rockets
two rushers go more than 100 is that they have posted a winyards for the first time since ning season the last three
ed 13-for-18 for 198 yards and 2000 in a 42-14 rout of VMI.
times they have lost a season
three touchdowns. Wide
Kent State tries to extend its opener. Coach Tom Amstutz's
receiver Justin LeMay and home opener winning streak crew looks to take the first step
tight end Mike Onaga first to four as Liberty visits Dix in the right direction at Kansas.
career receptions took them to Stadium. The Flashes welcome
Central Michigan will play
the end zone.
quarterback Joshua Cribbs their second straight Big Ten
Vrrginia Tech had a week to . back into the fold after Cribbs opponent on the road against
recover after its 24-13 loss to served a one-game suspension Michigan State after opening
USC. Q!larterback Bryan Ran- last weekend during a 39-7 loss the season with a 41-10 setback
dall is not only effective with at Iowa.
at Indiana.
his arm, but also with his legs,
Last week, in spite of a 48-10
Running back Jerry Seyrushing for 82 yards on 17 car- loss at Penn State, Akron quar- mour accounted for nearly half
ries.
terback Charlie Frye set anoth- of the Chippewas offense rushInteresting fact: WMU has er school record completing 81 ing for ill yards and had a
yet to score on the Virginia percent (29-0f-36) of his pass- team-high 62 receiving yards.
Tech
defense
getting es. The Zip attack will look to
ESPN ranked them the
outscored 61-0 in the previous blast off against Middle Ten- worst team in Division I-A, but
two meetings.
nessee State in the Rubber the Buffalo Bulls will look to
build on a close 37-34 defeat at
Bowl
Other matchups this weekToledo was embarrassed Eastern Michigan. Running
end include Ohio traveling to last week at Minnesota, giving back Dave Dawson rushed for
take on Big East foe Pittsburgh. up 704 yards of total offense. 102 yards on 10 carries. SyraFROM A12

cuse comes to UB Stadium
after getting crushed by Purdue 51-0 looking to get back on
· the winning track.
Bowling Green and Northern Illinois take on a pair of
Division I-AA opponents at
· home in Southeast Missouri
State and Southern Illinois,
respectively.
Biggest upset potential:
Marshall over Ohio State. You
might be thinking, "How can
the Herd lose to Troy at home
one week, and have a chance
against a top ten team on the
road the next?"
It's the beauty of college
football. We all know the Buckeyes tend to let lesser opponents hang around. If the Marshall defense can equal its
effort from last week and limit
Lydell Ross, then a victory will
not be far off.

Two Free tickets to the

•

MTV Movie ·Awards!
To enter, swipe your valid UCF student
l.D. in at least 15 UCF home sporting
events* between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards!

For a listing of sports schedules,
log onto www.udathletics.com
*includes football, volleyball, men and women's soccer and men and women's basketball
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IOBM THE HJILl-RME TUNNEL 0# THE CITRUS BOWL llELD • MEET JIND CHILL WITH NEW IBIENDSI
t:HJIRTEB BUSES 10 CITBUS BOWL JIND BJICK 10 ·CAMPUS • T-SHIRTS JIND BIUEJIWJIYS
BE JI PJIBT 01 UCl'S NEWEST TBJIDUION • TJllL llJITE PBEBJIME PJIBTYJIT THE STADIUM**

JUST FOR UCF FRESHMEN!

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
REGISTRATION INFORMATION

ONLY FIRST 1,000 ARE ELIGIBLE
WHEN: SEPT. 11, 2004 ucF vs~ ·WEST
VIRGINIA, 3 P.M.. UNTll?

HOME ADDRESS._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __:;___ _ _ __
CAMPUS ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __

WHERE: MEET IN FRONT OF
THE UCF ARENA AT 3 P.M.

COST: ONLY $15 EACH!*

HOME PHONE,_ _ _ _ __

CAMPUS PHONE_ __ _ _ _CELL PHONE_ _ _ __

EMAIL ADDRESS_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--=--,-------·---____..;.
METHOD OF PAYMENT
CASH_ _ _ __ CHECK._ _ _ __
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE UCF ATHLETICS ASSOCIATION, INC.
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CONFIRMATION EMAILS WILL BE SENT OUT. MEET ON CAMPUS AT THE UCF ARENA NO LATER THAN
3:00 P.M. ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2004. PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO THE SPORTS MAR·
KETING OFFICE, WAYNE DENSCH BUILDING, ROOMS 130 G OR Hor P.O. BOX 16355, ORLANDO, FL 32816-3555

QUESTIONS? EMAIL gert@mail.ucf.edu. *No refunds. **No alcohol consumption will be allowed prior to or during the game.
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Senate opportunities
can create change
S

tudent Government Association voter registration week
begins Monday, meaning its
just about that time that the
young, political types begin
declaring candidacy, making
promises, littering the campus
with campaign literature and
holding debates that few students will listen to.
Undoubtedly, the winners
will be mostly popular men
from the biggest fraternities.
These students, while they may
be the best candidates, automatically garner the largest share of
votes because of their built-in
support from their brothers. It
certainly doesn't take away for a
student to be involved in Greek
life, but it is depressing for those
hoping for an accurate represen- .
tation of campus to have more
than 50 perce,nt of the SGA
Greek while less than 15 percent
of campus is.
This year, it would be nice to
have an election based not on
popularity, but on ttue issues, ·
leadership qualities and vision.
The student Senate requires a
long-term commitment - terms
last for one year, require ·attendance at an up-to-four-hour-aweek meeting and interest in at
• least one committee. The
rewards, however, are numerous.
Student leaders help dictate policy at the school. They are in
charge of a multi-million dollar

wished for a way to match up
Activity and Service.Fee budget
and dole out money to needy
funds and programs, students
with employers. Last year, with
groups and individuals on camthe advent of the Industrial
pus. Senators learn about the
democratic process by experi-'
Affairs Committee, Singh was
encing the intricacies of Robert's able to work with the SGA to
Rules of Order, voting on each
match up need and opportunity,
creating a bond between UCR
bill or resolution numerous
times and debating the finer
and the surrounding community.
' Singh encouraged students
points of legislation.
from all aspects of the UCF
Surprisingly similar to the
U.S. Senate, students will note
community to run for Senate.
that pieces of legislation are
The SGA should be more divermost often caught up by the
sified, meaning non-traditional
most minute details. Large,
students should get at least one
spot of the Senate, unlike last
sweeping ideas are quickly
year's Senate that had no nonpassed by, while single words
and seemingly unimportant
traditional students.
phrases are debated for hours at
With an honest campaign and
a time.
a positive message, students will
Senators get a front-row seat
take notice 'of atypical student
in championing their personal
politicians. The move may even
crusades through the senate
inspire more students to vote in
floor.
the elections, if they think that
One such crusade was the
their vote will actually count.
resolution against provisions of
For those students who aren't ·
the Patriot Act, sponsored by
interested in running but do
former senator Rachel Oleander want to have a voice in local pollast year. Though the resolution
itics, remember that while the
asking the senate to make a forpre$idential election may be the
mal resolution that the student
most important political race
body of UCF felt certain parts of going on this fall, local politics
the Patriot Act were unconstitu- like an SGA election can have
tional didn't pass, Oleander was
profound impaq on school,
able to educate her fellow senamoney and ideology. Nothing is
tors and interested students on
a better example of large-scale
the issue.
politics than a student senate
C. Hunter Singh has also
and all students at UCF should
· championed a cause throughout
have an interest in what's going
his tenure as a senator. He has
to happen to their campus lives.

OUR STANCE

U.S. war on terror
should be consistent

•0

I\ _S ept. 1, a small little

scbool in a remote area of
southern Russia gained
worldwide attention for all the
wrong reasons. A group of 32
heavily armed Chechen rebels
' stormed into Beslan school No. 1
• and took 1,000 people hostage.
Beslan has long been an area
considered a hotbed of terrorist
activity. Russia has been having
· problems with Chechnya since
the breakup of the Soviet Union
over desired independence. The
· Chechens and Ingush are both
Muslim people who demand
freedom from mostly Eastern
Orthodox Russia
The siege lasted for three days
as the Russian world stopped to
watch and pray for the hostages
inside. The children and adults
were moved into the gymnasium, where the terrorists had
strung up homemade explosives
on a string between basketball
hoops. On the third day Russian
Special Forces stormed in .a nd
killed all but one of the terrorists.
More than 320 hostages, half of
them children, lost their lives.
About 130,000 people subsequently rallied in Red Square
against terrorism. Many held
signs, some saying, "Putin we
support you" and "Russia will
not be brought to her knees."
The support seems similar to
that in America post-9/11. A
nation deeply hurt by a devastating tragedy is trying to stay united in the war against terror.
President Vladimir Putin was
under fire this week for the manner in which his government

handled the hostage .situation.
Speaking on behalf of the European Union, Dutch Foreign Minister Ben Bot said it was ''very
difficult to judge from a distance
whether the tight decision was
taken." At no point were there ·
any negotiations between the
Russian government and the terrorists inside the school.
Most westernized nations
have adopted the policy to never
negotiate with terrorists, and
Russia holds the same policy.
More than 200 of the hostages
were children, and the terrorists
executed several even before the
Special Forces stormed in. Does
the involvement of children
mean this policy should be
changed?
The situation in Beslan was a
terribly sad one, but Putin handled it in the best manner possible. A great leader does what is
good for the betterment of the
whole and not the individual.
There was no easy answer to the
problem, but the least-damagecausing method was taken. If
they had tried to negotiate and
give in to any demands of the
terrorists, the repercussions
wotlld be enormous. Children
would be held hostage everywhere until every government
was overthrown and all political
order was lost.
Nobody questioned George
W. Bush when he refused to
negotiate with al ~eda post-9/ll.
But what if those hijackers on the
planes had made attempts to
negotiate with Bush? Would the
outcome have been different?

Absolutely not.
These Chechen and Ingush
terrorists aren't fighting against
the advancement of western civilization in a jihad, but rather for
their freedom. But for those who
call these Muslims freedom
fighters, they need a reauty
check Anyone who holds more
than 1,000 people hostage and
executes roughly one-third of
them has no idea what the word
freedom means. The goal'of terrorists is to incite fear in order to
push forward some political
agenda By negotiating, it shows
the terrorists that we do fear
them and will bend over backward to meet their demands.
With America's policy on terrorism clearly evident, then why
did Washington ask Putin to try
to negotiate?
Why did America grant asylum to the former "foreign minister" of the Chechen separatists'
movement Ilia Akhmadov, the
same group that seems responsible for this attack? We ask the .
world to support us in a war on
terror and get little support other
than the "coalition ofthe willing;• and then decided to harbor
a terrorist that is of no threat to
us. We invaded Iraq on the basis
of weapons of mass destruction
and the belief that their government harbors terrorists. If Saddam Hussein was granted asylum in Russia, who is to say we
wouldn't invade that country?
This government needs to
decide if we are going to fight
terrorism on all fronts or just the
ones that threaten us.
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READER VIEWS
Rush Hashana

Rush ~s the comer stone upon which
every Fraternity is built. However as a result
of Hurricane Frances the Fall 2004 Rush has
been postponed until the week of Sept. 13.
Unfortunately for the brothers of Alpha
Epsilon Pi, the only international Jewish
Fraternity, this week also includes the sec- ·
ond holiest day in the Jewish calendar. Rosh
Hashana falls on the 15th and continues
until sundown on the 17th.
In accordance with Jewish law we will
not be participating in the traditional venues that have become the .staples of rush
here at UCF. We understand that this will
impede on our ability to recruit future
members to our brotherhood, yet we cannot
in good faith participate in Rush at the
expense of our religious and moral principals.
Instead we have decided to work around
this issue and adapt to the new situation at
hand. Our Fall Rush will be occurring at different dates from those of all other fraternities. For all those interes~ed in rushing
· Alpha Epsilon Pi please visit our Web site at
http:/ /www.aepiucf.com for times and dates
of our events.
·
We understand the restrictions imposed
on the Greek community by both Hurricanes Charley and Frances. However, in the
future we would hope that more consideration be given to placing such important
events as Rush on religious holidays.
- KYLE TRAGER
PRESS SECRE'J:ARY, ALPHA EPSILON Pl FRATERNITY

Instant run-off voting

.

didates we have to choose from unexciting,
to paraphrase. For those of us opposed to
war, globalization, the military and prison
industrial complexes, NAFTA, equality for
all, repealing the Patriot Act, and a woman's
right to choose, there is only one clear
choice who stands for all these issues.
Rather than campaign for that perfect
candidate to run my country, I have decided
to :work to implement Instant Runoff Voting
here in Florida.
Our coalition is made up mostly of
Greens, Libertarians and Democrats who
share our <;iisgust with only have two choices so far. But we hope to expand our tent to
include Republicans who are unhappy that
Ross Perot divided the liberal vote and
helped elect Clinton. who signed NAFTA, a
bill that allowed 32 reasons to be executed
under federal law, and the Higher Education
Act that bars convicted drug felons from
receiving financial aide.
IRV not only allows us more choices, it
allows us to rank candidates in order of
preference. With more confidence in voting
' one's conscience, the system will eventually
improve by becoming more representative
of the people, something our Republic has
seemed to lose over the centuries.
Also, plurality elections allow for someone to be elected without a majority of the
votes. In races with three or more candidates, if the vote is split evenly, a candidate
could theoretically win with less than 50
percent. IRV eliminates this problem by having more than two candidates in a plurality
system.
With 42 percent of the popt).lation not vot-

The Future staff was nght on target
recently in calling the two major party can-

PLEASE SEE LETTERS ON A16

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions?Call 407-447-4555.
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'Why should you go to
Saturday's football game?'

DARIAN IVERSON

ASHLEY GARNER

ALLEN GIBSON

Exercise physiology

Political science

Electrical engineering

"We have the opportunity to put our
name on the map and gain some
credibility by beating West Virginia."

(entral 'loriba '1tture

LJ~F'

"It is exciting to watch and gives you a
reason to drink."

"You get to watch people hit each
other and earn bragging rights."
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ASHLEY ABERNATHY

NICKY PERAKES

ERIN HELLKAMP

Health service administration

Nursing

Political science

"Cute guys in tight ants, that's always
fun to watch."

"Cheerleaders."

"Iget to paint my chest and show off
my UCF pri~e."
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A GOP convention

thrill· Tax reform
CHRIS DANIEL
Contributing Writer

1

Chris Daniel, 22, was the youngest Texas
delegate to the 2004 Republican National Convention. He is a senior in mechanical engineering at the University of Texas at Austin.

'o
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n the final night of the Republican National Convention I stood only 50 feet from
President George W. Bush. ,
Being that close to the president was a thrill
in itself. The next thrill was being privy to the
real dynamics - the inside story - of the
bipartisan effort in fundamental tax reform and
simplification he promised to lead. Politically,
the president was as specific as he could be. His
first priority is the general election. Even so,
one can listen to the arguments and observe the
facts, and thus figure out what is going on. But
first;without reform; what is in store for us as
we graduate and join the work force?
Today, we have an income tax labyrinth surpassing the wildest confusion of a freshman in
September. Beyond that, recall the crushing
blow of looking at your first summer paycheck.
"Who is FICA?" ''What happened to my full
paycheck?" Sadly, the difference b~tween your
gross and net pay only grows as you make more
money.
Without reform, the Social Security pay-asyou-go-scheme will rip even more from your
paychecks to fulfill obligations to our grandparents.
· Corporate income taxes and the massive
expense of computing such taxes drive up the
cost of American manufactured products by 22
percent, which kills our competitiveness and
jobs at home and abroad. The cost of services,
for which the United States is a net in-sourcer,
is driven up some 25 percent.
.
Then we have the estate tax that forces our
parents to jump through hoop after hoop to
pass on our family business, farm or just a few
bucks - to say nothing ofhow the current system drives up the cost of a college education.
There is hope. The insights I gained may be

useful to you. Those who support the president's intentions make the future bright.
First, there is an overarching tax replacement proposal called the FairTax. It is a nonpartisan legislation (HR 25 or S 1493); you can read
it at www.fairtax.org. The FairTax is a national
retail sales tax charged only on new goods and
services and it replaces all forms of income and
,Social Security taxes. Nothing comes out of
your paychecks. Ever!
The bill has a rebate making it a progressive
sales tax, so no one, including college students,
suffers the burden of taxes up to the poverty
level. But it is progressive. Those who choose
to spend more will pay more.
While the bill does not reform Social Security, it does provide the funding for much-needed
reform without ever-increasing deductions
from our paychecks.
It ends the hidden cost of the tax system in
goods and services, making us more competitive at home and abroad. This means you'll
have a higher chance of getting a job when you
graduate.
Estate taxes go away. The cost of a college
education comes down.
The best news I can bring you is what I
learned about this initiative on the road to and
at the convention. Tom Delay, the majority
leader of the House of Representatives, sponsors this legislation. Not only is he the third
most powerful elected official in our country,
he has declared all forms of income taxation,
including the flat tax, dead. Speaker of the
House Denny Hastert has made similar statements throughout his book tour - as our second most powerful elected official.
More than 55 members of Congress, both
Democrats and Republicans, have co-sponsored
the FairTax legislation..There is a grassroots
· organization driving for its passage with more
than 600,000 members. And now the president
says he will lead the tax reform effort in his
acceptance speech.
This is our tomorrow. The future, if we help
pass this legislation, is so bright, I'm shopping
for shades.

Additional Classes & New Locations:
Daytona Beach • September 22
Cocoa • September 14

l

$199
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ing, I support the hypothesis of the Future that
most of us don't feel there is a w:orthy choice.
Hopefully this year, the opening of the debates
to other parties will ifnprove the publicity
received by the other viewpoints that are more
representative of the mainstream Americans
who are marginalized in a party duopoly.
I hope the Student Government Association will participate in our campaign to implement IRV. It would ensure that more ·people
learn about IRV (through usage) and would
ensure the SGA at UCF is as representative of
the majority as is possible.
-ANTHONY LORENZO

Anonymity jeopardized

· Register online and see ALL course
dates, times and locations available.

wrong: Debating 'reality,"' Sept. 8, reprinted
from the Sept. 2 issue] and noticed that an
anthropology professor disagreed with the
UCF administration in regard to the university's hosting of the new WB show Big Man on

Campus.
The professor asked to remain anonymous, yet the article inadvertently mentioned that the anthropology professor was a
woman, thereby narrowing the identity of
the anthropology professor down to six possible teachers, since that is the number of
female professors in the anthropology
department.
I realize that this mistake was done unintentionally, yet your reporters must be
reminded of how essential it is to protect the
identity of the source, and every aspect of it,
when they ask for anonymity.

I read your recent article, ["Right or

I~,

(407)882 0260

READER VIEWS
FROM A15

$595

Use Priority Code 0804F

Enroll at Troy University's Ft. Walton
Beach Area Campuses: Beal Parkway,
Eglin AFB and Hurlburt Field.
Civilans and military welcome!

"'

• A variety of graduate and
undergraduate degrees
available on-site through
convenient night and
weekend dasses

• Affordable tuition (VA, TA and
Financial Aid also accepted)

.,

• Earn your degree. faster 5 terms per year .
• lOOo/o ONUNE undergraduate
courses and degrees available

ThOY
UNIVERSITY

- MARC CARRION

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 wgrds and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.

A chance for UCF students
to meet with over 100
EMPLOYERS
to discuss career and employment
opportunities.
A list of employers is posted on the
CSEL website:
www.csel.ucf.edu
"'

Tuesday, September 14, 2004
UCFA.re~a

i:o:oo AM • 3:00 PM
Sponsored by Career Services & Experiential Leaming
Division of Academic Affairs

PROFESSIONAL
ATTIRE
REQUIRED
For more information
about this event,
contact the CSEL at:
St udent Resource Center
· Building 7G
(407) 823-2361
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part·Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates

Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale:Automotive
For Sale: Hornes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events .
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted·
999 Lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: ( 407) 447-4556
By E-miPI: classifieds@UCFnews.coth
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

(enttal ~onba 31tture Seminole Chronicle
UCF's award-winning newspaper

published twice-weekly.

PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check; Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Disc9ver

(407) 447-4555 .• dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Serving,Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified fine ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

100
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1·800-965-6520 ext 107.

WANTED!
ol<9

Singers for Contemporary and
Gospel A cappella groups. Music
skills a must! Call: 407-230·6100
E mail: RNP@rightnote.com
Get Pai<t for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 • $125 and
more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call 'will
be returned ASAP. 661-25,5·3940.
LOVE TO SHOP?
Shoppers needed for store evaluations.
Work around your class schedule. FT/PT
Call Today! (800) 417-6416

~

'· '
)

,
':J

.
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Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher with experience,
UCF area. 407_-340-4221 .
EGG DONORS NEEDED: $3000
MINIMUM COMPENSATiON
Healthy, nonsmoking, attractive females.
21 - 30 years old. Must be height/weight
proportionate.
Info is confidential
www.openarmsconsultants.com
941 377 3978
University Cats open Gheerleading Team
needs girls and guys (18 and up) with
co-ed cheerleading exp. For more info.
call 407-679-6620 or e-mail
opencheerteam@bellsouth.net
Handyman/house cleaners needed,
$12/hr+, must have great
presentation/customer relation skills,
reliable transportation, work Orlando
area, good work ethic, some experience
preferred, must be dependable! Visit
www.houseboysinc.com & call
407-774-2697.
Person needed for Pedi Cab driver.
Make up your own hours.
Downtown area. Must be 18 or older.
407·538-6136.
INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank e mail to:
realestate·ucf@lindfreedom.com

"

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED!
Earn While You Shop!
Call Now Toll Free
1-800-467-4422 Ext 13419

A NEW Creative Entertainment
Experience is coming to Central Florida!
We are looking for a creative, energetic
and artistic team of individuals that have
practical and/or retail experience in:
The arts of decorating
Jewelry making/crafting
Computer graphics
Coffee houses/wine bars.
We are building our GRAND OP'ENING
team today! PT positions available:
Sales/Design Artisan
Cafe Artisan
Digital Artisan
.
Please forward resume electronically to ~
tracy@studioullc.com or mail_to
Hiring Manager
1632 Oriole Avenue
Orlando, FL 32803
Babysitter for B elementary school girls,
Winter Park, after-school. M·F 2:30-5:30.
Must love children & have own car w/
good driver's rec. Please call Barbie at
407-629-2516 (night)/407-679-9004 (day)

Serious Income Potential!
Great Pay, Flexible Hours,
Be Your Own Boss!
For more info call: ·
1-866-525-0712 or go
On·llne@ExcelNow.com/RTD

Seeking Child Caring Aid

ro

Opportunity
Participate
In A ~linical Research Study To Evaluate An
Investigational Vaccine.

Seeking Child Caring Aid
Two positions available to assist with
communication, socialization, and
scho<;>I work of two autistic children.
Contact 386·848· 3415 for more info.
Asian Indian Egg Donors Needed ·
Immediately
· $5000 minimum compensation
For healthy, fit, nonsmoking females
between 21-29. Visit:
www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
• 941 377 3978

• Not taking any
medications
• 12 outp~tient visits
over 32 weeks

"

Compensation up to $570.00 for time &' travel
Call today for more information:

(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Ce.nter
5055 S. Orange Avenue ;.. Orlando - FL 32809
www.ocrc.net

Web Design I Programmer Internship
www.CreditFN.com
Flex. Sched4le. Projec~ Based.
E mail Resume and/or Portfolio to
CreditFN@gmail.com.

Kid ~s Nite Out
Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.·
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for interview.

(enttal :fforiba ~ure
The Student Newspaper Serving U(f Since 1968

NOW HIRING

CLASSIFIED SALES REP.S
Must be motivated to sell~ renew
and edit classified ads while
assisting new and ·current clients.
20 - 25 hrs: per week.
Hourly plus commission.
FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
of EMAIL: classifieds@UCFnews.com

s 100 sign on bonus!
• flexible sdtedu#es

You make your own schedule
day or night with hourly bonuses
and commissions. No exp. Is
necessary, we'll get you up and
running with confidence. We
offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.
Bilinguals a plus.

Call now and set up an·
immediate interview @
Orlando 407-243-9400 or
UCF Area 407-673-9700

"'

1

Exciting Job Opportunity

• weekly pay1lte1k1

..

'

Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher with experience,
UCF area. 407-340·4221.

Looking for 2nd year or above college
student to fill Resident Assistant position.
Immediate opening. People person 'W/
clean driving record req. FREE ROOM &
BOARD! Apply in person @ 11850
University Blvd. (behind Bur,ger King).
Ask tor Matt.

• guaranteed .salaries
• paid trainins

ft

• 18 to 45 years .of age

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
· FT/PT 'team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer .excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
Stable Hand PT/FT. Horse experience
necessary. Duties include stall cleaning,'
feeding, watering turn out, possible care
grooming of show horses at barn or
shows. flexible hours, good pay,
convenient location. Contact
Lin.d say Alvarado 407-489-7657.

Two positions available to assist with
communication, socialization, and
school work of two autistic children.
Contact 386·848-3415 for more info.

:l ...

· Opportunities are available in the following areas:

Computer Science
Computer Engineering
Electrkal Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Math
Physics

Systems Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
·optics

Check out our website at rayjobs.com/campus for further information, including our

Campus Recruiting 'Events.

Start your job search by clicking Find a Job.

The power of applied intelligence.
One of the most admired defense and aerospace systems suppliers ·through
world-class people and t echnology. Our focus is developing great talent.
C 2004 Raytheon Company. All rights res~rved. Raytheon is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer
and welcarnes a wide diversity of applicants. U.S. Citizenship and.security clearance may be required.

Raytheon
Customer Success Is Our Mission
()

t~ •
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Baby Sitter Needed for 20 month old
boy. Own transportation to Waterford
Lakes Are.a, 5:15 pm-9:15pm Wed.
9:40am-11 :40am Fri.. $6.50fhr neg.
Contact: 863-698-5138 or 407-282-7774

Child care position avail. caring for 15
month old. Approx. 10-12 hrs/wk
. Mon. 1pm-3pm, Wed. Sam-noon,
Fri. 8am-1pm. Expire! necessary.
Own transportation. Call 407-678-8375
ore mail Rachaelblue @yahoo.com
for more info.

Customer Service Reps P!T
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Located near Orlando
Intl. Airport. Flexible Schedule + great
pay. AM/ PM positions available. Call
Brandon @ 407-243-6150 EXT 21-06
or e-mail @ bbrady@gosafco.com.

r ·- · - · - · - ·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·,

·

Wanted Drivers, for pizza delivery,
·
2 nights a week. Call 407-737-7775. I
Ask for Gordon. Fratello's Pizza,
.
next to Big Lots.
'.

I

j

j

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·J
P!T childcare for 4 & 2 YR old in
Altamonte Springs. Light housework. Exp
& references reqd. E mail letter of
interest, hrs. of avail. & resume to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com.
Looking. for someone who enjoys
working outside! P!T help for a fun, small
landscaping business. Dependable
transportation necessary! Flex hrs. M-F
Pay $7-10fhr depenqing on exp. Call Tim
at 321-228-2292 for more information.
AUTOMOTIVE DETAILER
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR is looking
for P!T car care. We are hiring
individuals to help clean and upkeep our
company vehicles. The ideal candidate
would be able to work well without
supervision, maintain professional
appearance and attitude, and must be at
least 21 with a good driving record
(or 18 - 20 and a full-time student).
Apply in person at: 283 E. Hwy 434,
Longwood, FL 32750. EOE MIFNID

...

P!T Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•..
Call 407-628-3844.
Help Wanted P!T
3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585

I

..,

UCF Area I Oviedo, 3/2, Like new home,
2 car garage, W/D, 1500 sq.ft, fenced
yard, lawn care incl, avail. immediately,
no pets, $1275/mo + dep. 321-277-6102.
Home in E: Orlando 3/ 1.5
$900/month + $750 sec. dep. Clean, no
pets, W/D hookup, covered patio and
carport. 10 mins from UCFI
Contact·407-324-8464
312 with 2 car garage. 2 properties
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students
welcome. Call 407-948-8409.

. M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

2 rms avail for females in spacious 4/2 .5
house. $4f)O/ mo all included+ internet &
cable. Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact
Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- ernail..
ucfnews4me @yahoo.com
Private suite in large upscale 2/2 apt.
Two Mins. from UCF. Prime location,
gorgeous gated complex. Full gym,
pool, spa - unit has lake view, W/ D
built in. $450/mo + 1/2 util. - Incl. cable,
power, hi-speed net - Seeking 1 M/F
student roommate to move in ASAP.
' 407-595-9757

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet.
Room w/other students. $500/mo .
all u~il . iilcl. 954-816-3127.

1 room in 3/2 house avail. 5 min.
from UCF. No pets. Furnished. Rent
incls. util. phone, DSL, satellite, W/D,
and alarm system. Available
im mediately. Call 407-282-6250.

~

Female student seeking 2 females tq
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
Park. $475/all util. included.
Contact 321-302-1528
Less than 1O mins. away from UCF
$275/mo.1 rm avail. plus util. for F to
share with females in 4/2 home .. Clean,
quiet, W/D, furnished. No Smoking, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751.

.\lQ~

and Jilh lhDRRISDn
haVe in common?

Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
except bedroom (14 x11 ). $425/mo. -f
1/3 util . Community pool, flex. lease.
. Avail. now. Call 407~71 9-4420

Two Minutes to UCF. Behind Pegasus
Landing in River Chase. Fall out of bed
into class! Huge home w/ 3 bedrooms to
rent. Don 't wail, call now for your room!
Ask for Jason, 239-633-421 6

A: They both

Adm. Assistant I Receptionist
For fast growing company located in
Clermont, f=L. Strong Adm I Sales I
Computer I Communication Skills .
Fax resume to 407-905-9173.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED!
Make Up to $3oo·Per Shift ! No Previous
Experience Required. Flexible Schedules
. Available. FUN and UPBEAT
Environment. Call Now 1-800-714-4060

Close to UCF, just south of Colonial off
Dean Rd. Clean 2/2 duplex prvt. room
bath. $360/month util. incl. Contact
Venus@ 407-482-1 340

2 rooms avail. in a large house close
t o UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kit chen. $350/ mo. + split
·
util. Call 407-619-5642
2 Bedrooms avail. in 5 BR house.
$400fmo + util. Located behind campus.
F preferred. Hi-speed Internet & cable
included. Call Amy at 3 21 -863-0110
House seeking roommate. Prvt. room,
bath, hall in 3/2 fully furnished home.
Responsible candidates only, no pets.
$400+ 1/2 utilities. Contact Lorie @ ,
407-977-5700

321-235-9100

Adult Open competition team has spots available Sept 18
Compete in an International Championship in Bottrop, Germany.
Check us out at Www.orlando:flames.com

~

...·-·-·-·
. . . . . ·-·-·.,
Large 5 BR home. Looking for 4th ·
! roommate. 5 Mins. from UC F. Incl. !t )
•

I

cable, hi-speed Internet, W/D, large I
yard. $500/mo incl. utilities. F or Grad j
. students preferred. Call 407-359-0090 •

j

L· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J

Knights Landing seeking female to share -t
2/2 with prvt. fenced-in back yard for
eight mo. lease. 1 mile from UC F.
$380/month + elec. cable included.
Contact Valerie @941 -730-591 2
,.,
--,-1-r-o o
_m
_ a-va
_,i,...
I a_,t_,,P,._e-gas-u-s'""P=-o..,.in-te
- -,fo-r..,.M.,.._Rent includes util. phone, power, water,
cable, hi-speed internet, and all day UCF
shuttle. Very nice place & atmosphere, ~
w ill pay for move-in fee & 1/2 1st mo.
rent. Call Eric 407-902-8048 .
2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
m ile from UCF. $ 1050/ mo.
Fully Furnished !
Call Ana 407-281 -3708.
Available September!

(Across the street from Racetrac)

WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS

"

LOOK

* Of course, J-Lo doesn 't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is
dead , -but we really do have donors with these names.

All STAR CHEERLEADING •TRAMP &TUMBLE • 407-296-5001

(I

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UC F. N/S . No pets . $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included. •
Ca!I Angie 407-366-4035 or
954•494-8659.

DCI Biologicals
Orlando!
DCI Biologic_als Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

"1

"1°'

Seeking Female for beautiful 3/2
$425/month include DSL, Cable, and
utilities. Available immediately. .,
Contact: ask for Jen 407-273-6538 or
954-695-4904

donate plasma at

F L. A M E S

~'

. 1 Bedroom avail. in 5 BR house.
$400/mo + util. Located 3 minutes from
campus. F preferred. Hi-speed Internet
& cable included . Call Amy at
321 -863-0110

Earn s180I month donating
your life-saving plasma. ·
ORLANDO

M/F needed for a 3/2 house. 2 miles
from UCF/Oviedo. Incl. W/D & full
kitchen . Incl. utils. & high speed internet.
Furn except bedroom. No pets. $450/mo. bi.
407-~29-6598 or branks99@yahoo.com ..

Q: What do

Web Design and/or Programmer
Internship. www.CreditFN.com
Flex. Schedule. Project Based.
E mail Resume and/or Portfolio to
CreditFN@gmail.com.

REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP - Get your
real estate license and sales training
while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 (888) 216-6032 ID# 4680

and line worker. Most work some
weekday mornings, will work around
school schedule, salary +
commission. Magic Suds Car Wash
7050 Aloma Ave. Winter Park.
407-681-9274. Apply within.

Suite of furnished rooms for one
w/kitchenette, lounge, lg. private bath,
incl. most util. $600/mo.
Call Dr. Greer407-366-2650. ·

Front Studio; own entrance, new, near
UCF Rouse/Colonial. $500 w/util. and
pest. Ca ll 407-81 0- 1895 Iv. msg.
Preferably a student or lady who works.

'

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·- · - · - · -·-·J

Three Tutors Needed to aid eighth
grader, with homework, cl~rinet &
keyboard. Alaf.aya and Colonial area.
Contact 407-384-0139 for more
information.

Now Hiring PIT sales/cashier

UCF Area/Oviedo

1 BR available in a 4/2 2 car house 1 mi.
from UCF. W/D, Big common area,
screened patio. Very quiet neighborhood,
low utility cost! $375/mo. + 1/4 .util.
.
Call 407-625-0238

Horse ranch needs barn help PTIAM.
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
and honest. Clean facility. Close to UCF.
If you enjoy working with horses call
407-366-4834.

Top Grade Tutoring - Wanted!
Certified teachers & tutors with
experience, "in-home, must have reliable
transportation. Competitive pay!
Call Daniel 407-427-0067

Close to UCF, just south of Colonial off
Dean Rd. Clean 212 duplex prvt. room
furnished with daybed & bath. Kitchen
access, W/D, $350/month util. incl.
Contact Venus (g> 407-482- 1.3 40

3 bed/2 bath spacious home in
Oviedo/Alafaya Woods.
Call 321-297-1163

· Prep Cqok!Dishwastiei needed.
15-20hrs. 5pm-9pr:n Mon-Fri. $8fhr
Falafel Cafe. Across from UCF.
1 yr. exp. req. For info please call
407-701-0069 anytime.

~olitical Campaign Work!
Mobilize voters in massive voter
education and Get-Out-The-Vote
operation this upcoming election. $8/hr,
Par:t-time jobs/internships available for
largest grassroots organization working
for Progressive Change. America
Coming Together 407-856-3600;
www.americacomingtogether.com

HOMES FOR RE""T
UCF area 2 , 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $595 to $1295 .
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Seeking r oommate for 3/2.5 house on , I
Dean & University, 2 car garage, storage
beautiful backyard, W/D, $410 all util.,
cable, high-speed internet included.
Contact Andy @ 407-399-16 15

There is.life after UCF. Do what you want to do.
UNlVBRSlTY OF C ENTRAL FLORIDA
CAREER SE'RViCES &
EXPBRl l;!NTIAL LEA RNING

407-823-2361
crc@mail.ucf.edu
Student Resource Center
Building 7G

Career Planning * Career Information Library * Career Counseling *
Online Resources * Alumni Mentoring * Practice Interviews *
Resume Assistance * On-CampusJnterviews * Career Fairs and Expos *
Workshops * Internship and Job Listings
CSEL Fall 2004 Eve~ts
Golden·Opportunities Kick-Off

' ·,

College of Arts & Sciem;es Career Panel

September 9, 2004

February 8, 2005

Fall 2004 Career Expo

College of Engineering Technical Panel

September 14, 2004

February 22, 2005

Graduate, Law & Professional
Schools Day ,

College of Arts & Sciences Career
Panel

October'20, 2004

March 8, 2005

Senior Day

Majors Fair

October 27, 2004

March 9, 2005 ·

Experiential Education Career
Panel

Externship Orientation

November 16, 2004

Spring Bre~k Externship Program

Fall Education Fair

March 14-19, 2005

· November 18, 2004

·

For more info visit:
www.ere.uef.edu

March 9, 2005

Externship Reflection Session

Spring Internship Fair

March 2.1 , 2005 ·

January 25, 2005

Statewide Job Fair

Spring Career Expo

May 12, 2005

.I

January 26, 2005
Unit of Academic Affairs

,-i

r

Crossword
Seeking responsible nonsmoking female.
,.,412 home in Stoneybrook, on golf course,
_2herry wood bedroom set, prvt. bath, TV,
cable, internet. full comm. amenities.
11
$525/all included. 10 mins. from UCF.1
Contact 407-482-0114.

~.~ 'Roommate needed for furnished house
. with pool 8 min. from UCF.
Close to 408/Waterford Lakes. W/D incl.
Quiet Atmosphere. $450/ Month +
- ,. 1/3 Util. Call Vicky at 321-287-7278
or victoria_bsas@yahoo.com.

.,,.

Master bedroom w/ private bath.room
Walk in closet. 2/2, top floor, furn apt.
. Pool, jacuzzi, racquet ball, gym, gated
comm $338/mo.+1/2 util. 5 min from UCF
mattdeshpande@hotmail.com

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. j:
pref. All utll. incl. $600/mo. Call
Nikki @ 561-212-6291.
Roommate to share clean, private Winter
Park home, 20 minutes from UCF.
. $495/month includes 2 bedrooms with
private bath, utilities, garage,
washer/dryer, lawn care services. No
r. pets~ Available now. Call 407-869-8160.
312 HOME ACROSS FROM UCF
Female graduate or prof. Large
Master BR. Washer/Dryer, DSL
~~ Private phone. Quiet, safe, clean.
Rent Negotiable. Furnished
Call 407-971-6748

1~ FOR RENT·

~Sublease·

~

OVER $1000 in FREE RENT!
1/1 in 4/4 available at Pegasus Landing,
completely furn & no move-in fees.
Call Lauren at 216-280-8995 or e mail
laur1828@aol.com. Avail Nowl
Room avail. Female 3/2 Home prix.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking. All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walking VCC I 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com.

F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom; W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
10 mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561-596-1205

~

fees!! Room avail. in 4/4 @ Pegasus
Landing. 1yr lease. Incl. everything.
Shuttle to UCF. Fully furn., util. incl.
Save money wino deposit fees! Move
in today!!! Call ASAP 305-n3-2522
or 407-362-2467.

Roommates Needed!!
brand new house 1/2 mile from UCF.
_4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV in every room, high-speed ,
wireless Internet, furnished living
room, full kitchen. This and all
""" utilities for just $500/mo! Call James
at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

1 room avail. in 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277;0259.

~

Aug. Rent is free & No Deposit

'f·I

.!

I
1
/

-·~·-

-·,

~-

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
.......WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM........

Furniture Sale
W/D ($200 ea. barely used), desk ($50),
entertainment center ($50), kitchen table
set ($50), chair ($100). Contact Jen at·
40Y-695-3668 or 352-514-1427.
Couch f'or Sale: Couch and Love Seat
with Ottoman. Great condition, ·
only 2 years old. $200 obo.
Call Kevin at (407) 619-6367.
BEDSlll
King, queen, full; mattresses and box
springs, very good condition.
$125 king, $100 queen, $75 full.
Contact 407-363-0553. '
Dell LAPTOP Computer, less than 1
month old. P4, new battery pack,
preloaded with great software!
Call Melissa 321-277-0837

2001 Gateway Computer
Windows ME; CD bul'fler, Epson
printer. All startup disks and books
included. 112 MB, 32 bit memory,
$250. Call 407~_92-2741

1~ FOR SALE:
u:.I Automotive
2000 Kia Sportage
Dark green, ice cold A/C, power
windows, cruise control, 97,ooo· miles,
· asking $5!:190 will negotiate.
Contact James @407-509-5826
-or- Lucy@ 407-468-7456
1988 Plymouth Reliant - cold A/C, very
cle'an & dependable. V/MC accepted,
$700. Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579

1st Month Free Rent!
$495/month 1 out of 4 bedroom
apt. Private bathr_o om! Utilities
included! Across from UCF. No
move-in fees. Call 407-687-3316

$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.

3 leases avail. in Pegasus Land.
2->$480, 1->$490/month all
included. lmmed. avail. f only, for
more Info call Leticia 407-362-4323,
Leilani 850-829-1403

'99 Honda Accord VX VS, 4 door, black,
tinted windows. Loaded: leather, pwr.
windows/locks, XM Radio, CD player,
. sunroof, alarm, Perfect Condition $11,900. Well maintained, all records.
Call 407-467-5036

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and
First 2 months paid!!! $455/mo. all util.
incl. Call 904-996-8756.

1994 Chevrolet Lumina, reliable, cold
A/C, CD Player, V/MC accepted, $1695.
Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579
'

18" Touring rims & tires. Virtually new!
$700 OBO. Call 321-231-2441
1996 Saturn SL-1, cold A/C, new tires,
automatic transmission. Runs and drives
very well. $1800 V/MC accepted.
Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579

~ FOR SALE:

I ~Homes

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Looking for a house to buy ?
Let me help you find the right house at
no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com
312 Manufactured home. 1700 sq. ft.
Appllances Incl. Nice community w/
club house and 2 pools. Close to
colleges and shopping. Newly
remodeled. Call 407-568-9145 or
407-466-8346.
Manufactured Dbl. Wide Home for
Sale by Owner .
2002 3fl home Immediately avail. 5
mlns·. from UCF; new cond W/D incl.
Contact Maur~n for appt.
@ 407-620-5616 call anytime

ACROSS
1 Schusses
5 Silly billy
8 Wild goats
14 Closely confined
15 • Loves Ydu"
16 Capital of Saudi
Arabia
17 Traction
19 Order of
business
20 Time period
21 Real profit
23 Melodic tune
24 Shell propelier
26 Reproved
severely
31 Play on words
32 Hairstyling
· product
33 Searches for
booty
34 Trip planners
37 Mall event
38 Salton or
Caspian
39 Church part
43 NewYork
borough
48 Treading the
boards
51 Ex-QB Marino
52 Tattered cloth
53 Mirage·
55 .. of consent
·55 Evergreen
57 Give in to
gravity
58 Free
60 Inventor Gray
64 Greasy spoons
68 "Lettin It All
Hang Out"
autobi·ographer
69 Make up facts
70 Norway capital
71 Exhausts
72 L. Michaels'
show
73 Loch of legend

Considering adoption? We can help.
!-oving families hope to adopt.
All calls taken by a birth mom.
1-877-877-3459 ask for Coley.
www.2kindsoflove.com

!'". FL accredited child care professional°"!

!

has openings for children. Free
I
I registration, state certified, affordable
· rates,flli!X schedule. Over 20 yrs. exp.Contact Ann @ 407-384-5908 or
•
407-325-3252
.
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- · -·-·~

UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense. Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming •..
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
. Classes are M 8-10PM & W 7-9PM in
Ed Bldg. Rm 174A. For more Info call
Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see·
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
'
Open House, Wed 9/1 &
Wed 9/8@ 8PM
'

Natural _Health Seminar on the

Get a Better Job!
A Better Resume will make you
look marvelous to that employer
Ask about student discounts
Call 321-239-6162
www.abetterresume.lnfo
I SAW U. Cutie at Washington Mutual.
T-shirt, jeans, opening a Free Checking
account. Obviou.sly smart. Wanna buy
me a coffee with some of the cash you
save from not paying monthly fees?
Same place next Tuesday? FOCI insured
$AVE UP TO 85%
on prescriptions from Canada.
www.CanadianDrugs4US.com
TOLL FREE: 1-8n-378-4487
Fax: 1-866-378-4487
free Shipping On Fi~t Orders

Vital .Importance of Microci'rculation
Learn how to Look and Feel Better,
with More Energy and Vitality!
Speed muscle recovery, reduce joint
aches, enhance immunity and help '
lose weight. Dr. Mike Constantine ND
(Also part-time e-commerce iricome).
FREE Seminar and FREE Parking.
Date: Saturday, Sept. 25, 2004.
iime: 9:30 am - 11 :00 am.
Registration Begins at 9:00 am
Embassy S4ites Hotel Tampa
565 N. Westshore Blvd. at 1-275
Information call: 813-661-3829
Refreshments will be served.

DOWN
1 Hot spring
2 Actor Berry
3 IRS element
4 Roil
5 Pose questions
6 Valueless
currencies

0 2o04Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reaerved.

7 Passover dinner
8 Levin or
Gershwin
9 Exj:lansive
10 Give the onceover
11 Coleridge's
palace
12 Formed
whirlpools
13 Broken pottery
18 Barracks boss
22 Repeatedly ·
24 Makes a
decision
25 Emanation
27 Slithery-fish
28 Player's piece .
29 El Prado display
30 LikEl a twangy
voice
35 Goddess of the
hearth
36 Wlllickers!
40 Perfect place
41 Hidden obstacle
42 Outskirts
44 Tartan topper

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
59
45 Earlier
46 Singer Janis
61
47 Type of drum
62
48 Puts forward
63
49 Pin to a wall
65
50 Rank Indication . 66
54 Highlanders
67

Please see solutions in next issue -

Press
.. . Clemente
Newman film
Gore and Haig
_ Aviv-Jaffa
Golfer Ernie
Mayday! .

Mon. 9/13

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, ·statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2660
or e-mail drgreer@lbgtutor.org.

Dance Practice Partner. No exp
necessary. Must be patient.
407-249-1368.

Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available In ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.

Old Cell Phones
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off
at TR 533, on Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.
For more information call 49.7-823-4502.

Interested in 50% savings on
hospitalizations, doctor and dentist visits,
eyeglasses or hearing aids?
Or want to help others get those
savings and get paid for it?
Call 407-321-9386 for more infq.
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 399-5910.

Seeking Single
Central Florida Women
For Dating I Modeling Opportunities
http://www.imdateless.com

· Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

Found - Cocker Spaniel
on Dean between Colonial and Lake
Underhill. 407-208-1688
LOST - Diamond pendant with great
sentimental value, Lost in the area of
Victoria Place apts, UCF, Waterford
Lakes, or Colonial Mall. Substantial
reward. 203-261 -5733 or 203-257-2470

You owe it to yourself and
your family to attend one of our
Priority Selection Events.
Westyn Bay, located near Lake Apopka in Ocoee,
introduces The Townhomes At Westyn Bay.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
.
November 13 & 14, 2004.M
From The $160's To Low $200's.
Savannah Landing~ is located in East Orlando and
. offers townhomes with deluxe features, re'sort~style
amenities, and spacious floorplans. The Priority ·
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004.~
From The $160's To Mid $200's.
Savannah Pines, located just one-half mile east of
Savannah Landings, offers townhomes in a picturesque
setting with a lushly landscaped.pond. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004.~
From The $140's. To Low $200's.
.
Victoria Landings, located i~ East Orlando,
offers secure single-family homes in a beautiful
setting with great resort-style amenities and a choice
of five spacious floorplans. The Priority Selection
Event is scheduled for October 16 & 17, 2004.;;t
From The Low $200's To Low $300's.
Victoria Pines, located just one-quarter mile
north of Victoria Landings, offers luxury
townhome condominium residences in a secure
community with resort-style amenities.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
October 16 & 17, 2004.>11t
From The $140's To Low $200's.

~

tinvestor restrictions will apply .

TRANSEASTERN
~L~~~~
·

All pricing and premiumhomesites are subject to change without notice.T hese prices
will increase after the first release to offset increasing labor and building supply costs
for future building starts. This advertisement is not an oITer co residents of NJ, CT, HI, ID,
IL, OR, NY or any other jurisdiction wher~ pmhibited, unless the property has been registered
or exemptions are available. 0 All e\•ents subject to postponement and/or cancellation. Make
travel arr-.rngements a l your owa ris.k
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Wedil@sfiay Septeviber 8
O§jl Agency Expo . ·
Wit tables from SGA, Late
~ ights, eA~, VUCF,
· H f> ecoming~ MSC, anct Knights
rot tb~ ~ound Table (Ko . T)
§U BatiO I

qffi-2pm

.

CAB Cultur9,l and Fine Arts
f\osts Film and Porum
ape Florida SU 3 l 6CD 7-1 I pm

uFsflay Stt~t~mber 9
\{Q u teeF UCP Volunteer Expo
§ LI Patio 12 ..2prn
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CAB Spectacular Knights Committee will be holding
auditions for the Mr. UCF 2004 Scho~arship Competition
and the Miss. UCF 2004 s·cholarship Pageant on
September- 27th and 28th from 8pm - 11 pm. (Come to _
the Student Union rm. 208 to schedule your audition).
,rj'

Satul' ay Septell)ber 11

Lnt@ Knights. u Knigbted
§)t .

d@. t unio 9pm-2am

e

""' Please come prepared with a 2 minute talent routine (all).
~ and a·brief description of your platform (Miss contestants
onl~). Check o~t the website for more information! ·
http.//www.os1.sdes.ucf.edu
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;Experience A Little Night Music
at UCF-Shakespeare Festival
-PAGE 2

Rounders cashes in

on poker trend .
-PAGE 5

You will faint over
the new Faint CD
-PAGE 9

Not one, but two
hurricane rants
-PAGE 10
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Stephen
Sondheim's (left)
ALittle Night
Music is being
brought to the
stage thanks to
the Orlando-UCF
Shakespeare
Festival.

SonW1ein1 <does,
Shakespeare in
1973 musical
Orlando-UCF Shakespeare
Festival brings it to life
EMILY SCOTT
Staff Writer

Coming to us as a production of the
Orlando-UCF Sh~espeare Festival is the
Stephen Sondheim musical A Little Night
Music. Fans of classical music might
immediately think of the Mozart serenade
"Eine Klien Naghtmusik." You know that
melody - it has been
used iri cartoons and
cartoon cominercials
for years. Broadway
fans might immediate- When: Sept. 15
ly respond to the name
to Oct. 10
Sondheim, following
his other plays such as Where: Lowndes
Into the Woods and A
Shakespeare
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to · Center
the Forum. However, Price: $13 to $38
you'd be a little off if
you were to make
either of those assumptions.
The original musical, first premiered in
1973, is based on the Ingmar Bergman film
Smiles of a Summer Night. The plot consists of a convoluted series of adulterous
affairs and other infidelity-related zaniness, all leading up to an unfaithful husband and wife and their friends spending
a sexually charged weekend in a country
estate. There are a couple of notable and
unique features of this show, as well.
There is a singing quintet that opens the
performance and reappears again and
again througl:i the story, serving as narrators comparable to a Greek choir. The
most interesting feature of this show may

ALittle ·

Night Music

be that all of the songs are in 3/4 time. For to create a professional, classical theater in ·
the lesser musically inclined, think of a the area. This idea began in 1987 and grew
familiar waltz or a German "oom-pah- into the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Festipah" song and dance. According to Moon- . ·val in 1989. This pfil1Ilership with the comstruck Drama Bookstore's -site, Sondheim munity has created one of the most
has said that he wrote the songs in this · renowned theater programs in the Central
-less-common meter to create a feel of a Florida area as well as opportunities for
continuous waltz -throughout the story- theater students for internships, indeline. So if you think this .,mµsical is just pendent studies courses and professional
another infidelity comedy, you'd also be seminars. The Orlando-UCF Shakespeare
_
incorrect.
Festival also provides K-12 educational
· The .Qrlando-UCE _Shakespeare Festi- programs and summer theater programs
val grew out of the UCF Theatre's vision for secondary schoo~ students in the Cen-

The indie is the Thursday arts and enie~ent section of the Central. Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in the tndie are'thi'ise of the individual colwnnist only and not
nerks.sariiy those of the editpnal staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part ot in whole without pennis&on from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-447-4555 x217 editor@theindie.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@theindie.com
FAX: 407-447-4556
Co-EDITORS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
SrAFF WIUTl!RS: Briar Aleksun, Joe Anderson, Brett Ryan
Bonowicz, Dana DeLapi, Elizabeth Fernandez, Geno Mehalik,
Sharon Pare, Emily Jane Scott, Christopher Schwarz, Riaky
Surillo, Dianna Zlsman
CoPY EDITOR: Victoria Itiat
PRoDucnoN: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill

(euttal :flodba "1ture ·
3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
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tral Florida . area. .The Orlando-UCF
Shakespeare Festivcil is an integral part of
the Orlando Fringe Festival - our Fringe
being the first of its kind in the United
States.
The show will be playing at the Lowndes Shakespeare Theatre on Rollins
Avenue in Loch Haven Park. Showtimes
are on Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7
p.m., Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., and
Sundays at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., starting
Wednesday and running until Sunday,
Oct.10. Admission ranges from $13-$38.

Vol. V, No. 3, Sept. 9 - Sept. 15, 2004

Yeah yeah, we know, why is the indie release this new content in SU.ch a
so small this week, where are the Missrriall amount of time? Because we
cellaneous pages, where's Real Life for
care.
Real, where's the Gigli reference, what's
Actually, the paychecks would be
going on ... we know your concerns
the No. l reason, but caring is definitely
and we're going to explirin. You see,
up there at No. 2.
becalise of the hurricane, we didii't
And besides, if you could go two
know we were going to run a new
weeks without.Conan O'Brien during
issue of the indie until Monday after· NBC's Olympics coverage, you can
noon And when did we have to put
surely go a week with only half an
thiS rag together? Tuesday. And what's
indie.
the main reason we worked so hard to
- JOHN THOMASON
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HAPPENINGS
CALENDER

COURTESY RIGHTEOUS BABE RECORDS

Ani Difranco will start screaming at 7:30 p.m. on Wed.nesday at the House of Blues. Ticket prices are $33.50.

CAMPUS

EVENTS

SHOWS

Volunteer expo

Vbor Crty Bike Fest

Today, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.

Sept.10 to Sept.12, various times., free

Rabbits with Glasses,
Fireflight, 913 {rock)

Student Union patio
407-823-6471

Florida State Fairgrounds
4800 N. US Hwy.301
Tampa
813-621-7821

Tonight, 8 p.ni., $5
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.

911 fo~ Charities

Zoa, Us {rock)

Late Knights: U-Knighted
Saturday, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., free
Student Union
407-823-6471

Hispanic Awareness
Month kick-off
Sept.15,noon to 3 p.m.
UCF'lleflecting Pond
407-823-6471

I Pastry Knights
Sept.15, 7 p.m. to 9 p.fll.
· Natura Coffee and Tea
407-823-6471

Sept. 15,8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., free
UCF Observatory

http://www.physics.ud.edu/astro/

\

Tonight, 9 p.m., $6
Screamers,360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Saturday, 6 p.m. to midnight, $50
Orange ·county Convention Center
9800 International Drive
407-345-9800

Specials and discounts will be updated regularly
on OrlandoCityBeot.com. -Sign up now I
~

Milka, Canvas, Overdale {rock)

Kerry-oke

Tonight, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth,37 W.Pine St.

Saturday, 7:30 p.m., $15

407-999-2570

D.MAC
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

funkUs, The Goldminers, Toni
Brown, Tom Contstanten {rock)
.(

The Cocktail Hour
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-000!

• Drink Specials
• Disc_o unts on Dining and Clubbing
• Spa Treatments
• Merchandise
•And More!

407-246-1419

Sept.13, 8 p.m., free

Astronomy public viewing

Want a cheap drink? Or 10% off your o rder
of wings? The Orlando CityBeat VIP Card
hooks you up. Sign up today a t
OrlandoCityBeat.comNIP o r at any Orlando
CityBeat event. It's Free! Pr~sent your VIP
Card at participating locations and take
advantage of:

Scruffy Murphy's Irish Pub, 9W.
Washington St.
Tomorrow, 9:30 p.m., $3

ORLANDO CITYBEAT.eom
CLUB LISTINGS • DRINK SPECIALS• MOVIE REVIEWS

Alcohol offers are valid for those 21 and up only. OrlandoCityBeat.com
encourages you to be a real VIP and drink responsibly .

I

.

Want your company to be part of file VIP Program? Contact Diane Politi at
407-420-5588 for more aetails or email dpoliti@tribune.com.
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HAPPENINGS
HIGHLIGHTS

CALENDAR

COURTESY RH,NO RECORDS

Van Halen's coming with a supply of spandex the likes of which you've never seen at 7:30 p.m. today at 7 p.m.
FROM

i3

One Drop, Bug~,Gargamel!,
Green Goblyn Project (rock)
Tomorrow, 9 p.m., $5-$7
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Loverboy (rock}

Ani Difranco, Dan Bern (rock}

Saturday, 5 p.m., free
55West,55W.Church St.
407-541-4400

Sept 15, 7:30 p.m., $33.S.O
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Sugar Oaks flndie)

Red Animal War, Whole Wheat
Bread, Believe in Toledo (punk)

Florganism,Junkie Rush (rock)

Saturday, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room, 1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Tomorrow, 10 p.m., $5
Wills Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Rhino, To Esme, Monday's Hero,
Kristina Wagner (rock)

The Ocean Floor, Syncopation
Celebration flndie)

Saturday, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth, 37 W. Pine St.
407-999-2570

Tomorrow, 1Op.m., $4
The Peacock Room, 1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

The Morning After, Greater Grey,
Chase Theory, Distaoce (rock)

Ring of Scars, Ll.F.T., Pain
Prindple, Moss (metaQ

Saturday, 7 p.m., free-$6
Hard Rock Live, OtyWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Tomorrow, 9 p.m., $5
The Haven, 6700 Aloma Ave.
407-673-2712

Megaphone, Less Fortunate,
isentNinjas (rock)
Tomorrow, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth, 37 W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

Reverend Horton Heat, Dead
Bombers, Rocket 88 (rod<)

Pretty Ugly (rock)
Saturday, 10 p.m., free
Stardust Video and Coffee, 1842 E. Winter Park
Road
407-623-3393

Minus the Bear, Paris TX,
Statistks flnd"1e)
Sunday,Sp.m.,$8-$10
The Social,54 N. Orange ,Ave.
407-246-1419

Saturday, 7 p.m., $17.50-$19.50
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Amy Steinberg,
Justin Bedder(pop)

John Frank (rock)

Sunday, 9 p.m., $5
D.MAC, 37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Saturday, 9 p.m., $5-$7
The Social,54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Plus.ses and Ups,
Hurrah, Skyaaft flndie)

Sucker Punch, Insufficient
Numbers, Fortitude, Ten New
Toes, Plfyground Heroes (punk)

Sept 13,Sp.m.,$5
The Sodal,54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Saturday, 5 p.m., $7
Witrs Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Tesla, Bastard Pie (rock)

KNUP,Supem1r.ans, Skif Dank,
1herealone {various)
Saturday, 10 p.m., $5
Wilrs Pub, 1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Sept 14, 7 p.m., $22.50-$25
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

There for Tomorrow, Forever
Changed (punk)
Sept 14,6p.m.,$5
Back Booth,37 W. Pine St
407-999-2570

Sept 15,Sp.m.,$5
Wilrs Pub, 1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

THE GRATEFUL DEAD:
30 YEARS OF ART,
IMAGERY AND MUSIC

$14.95 at the door, and the show
will open at 6:30 p.m. For more
inf9rmation,call 407:-599-7625.

The Grateful Dead may or may ·
not be considered an art-rock
band, but the fact remains that
few, if any, bands have been the
inspiration for so much aciddrenched, freaked-out artwork
since their 1965 conception.
Tonig~t, aDead retrospective will
feature more than 100 images by
Deadhead~ Les Kippel (who started that whole underground tapetrading culture), Toni Brown (editor of seminal jam-band magazine
Relix) and Gary Kroman. Kroman
will even be present to discuss
some of his artwork.
Grateful Dead keyboardist Tom
Constanten will perform live, as
well as The Toni Brown Band and
Grass is Dead (Come now ... grass
will never be dead for Grateful
Dead fans).
The-exhibition will take place
at Hard Rock Vault at 8437
International Drive.Tickets are

VAN HALEN
Jump into your spandex pants
and get ready for an eruption: Van
Halen is coming to Florida. The cradle will rock and people will be
dancing the night away,
unchained, at 7:30 p.m. today at
the St. Pete Times Forum in Tampa.
Yeah, it's alittle far, but at least it's
not in Panama. The price of $45 to
$85 per ticket may be steep, but
for many it's not enough to keep
them away from these rock icons.
There are sure to be beautiful
girls (or at least, they were beautiful when they started listening to
David Lee Roth in 1978). Whoknows, maybe that teacher you
were hot for in grade school will
be there.
For those curious about the
current lead singer, right now it's
Sammy Hagar, but who knows
how long until the band gives him
the runaround again.

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

-live Music

THURSDAYS.

Karaoke

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
with Ramez SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 F.ast Colonial Drive• Orlll!ldo, Florida
(At408. & E. Colo~ial)

ART
Diversity (opening reception)
Tonight, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., free
Park Avenue Rne Arts
130 N. Park Ave.
407-628-2540

Mind Cuts (opening reception}
.Tomorrow, 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Valencia Community College East Campus
Gallery
701 N. Econlockhatchee Trail
407-582-2289

Nathalie Torres
(opening reception)
Sept 11,6p.m.to9p.m.,free
Harwood Watson Dance Studio_and Art Gallery
820 AHumphries Ave.
407-228-0005

PolmCKED (opening reception)
Saturday,8p.m.to10 p.m., free
The Center
946N.MillsAve.
407-228-8272

Structural Rearlties
(opening reception)
Saturday,4 p.m. to 7 p.m., free
Arts on Douglas
123 Douglas St
New Smyrna Beach
386-428-1133

My Florida
Sunday, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., free
UniversityOub
841 N.ParkAve.
407-425-2514

Wet (artist reception)
Sept 14, 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Gallery on Virginia
1003 Virginia Drive
407-898-8343

HEALTHY
MEN·&WOMEN
Opportunity To Participate
In A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An
Inves-tigational Vaccine.
. • 18 to 45 years of a·ge
• Not taking any
medications
• 12. outpatient visits
over 32 weeks
Compensation up to $570.00 for.time & travel
· Call today for more information:

(407) 240-7878 .
Orlando Clinical Research Center

· 5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando.- F.f: 32809 ·
www.ocrc.net
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****•
Time to round
out your DVD
collection

Edward Norton,
right, plays Worm,
the slimy
counterpart to Matt
Damon's Mike
McDermott in the
film Rounders.
Rounders gets new
treatment on a DVD
release, complete
with two voice-over
tracks, two small
documentaries and a
video game.

DVD~EVIEW

The disc's re-release brings a
bevy of special features
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N.Alafaya Trail

Cellular(PG-13)
. 12:404:107:5010:2012:50a

Resident Evil: Apocalypse {R)
12:30 3:2117:00 8:109'5010:5012:30a

The Cookout {PG-13)
1:204:30 8:10 10:2012:30a

Paparazzi {PG-13)
1:103:407:4010-JO 12:40a

Wicker Park (PG-13)
12:104:107:2010:10

Vanity Fair {PG-13)
12:00 3:507:3010-JO

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid
(PG-13)
12:20 3:20 7:009-JO12:30a

Hero {PG-13)
1:003:407:401&10 12:50a

Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2
12:102:405:10

Suspect Zero (R)
4:3010:1012:40a

Exorcist: The Beginning (R)
7:5010-50

·Without a Paddle (PG-13)
12:00 3:20 7:109:4012:20a

A6en Vs. Predator{PG-13)
12:20 2:40 7:20 12:20a

YttGOh! (PG)
12:20 3:00 5:30

The Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement
(G)
12:10 3:30 6:50 9:40

Collateral (R)
12:00 3:30 7:10 9'.SO

Open Water (R)
12:50 3:10 5:208:0010:0012:10a

The Manchurian Candidate (R)
12:30 3:507:3010:40

The Village {PG-13)
4:409:40

The Bourne Supremacy (PG-13)
12:504:006:5010:30

Garden State (R)
12:404:207:2010:00

Spider-Man 2 (PG-13}
1:107:40

Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
1:20 4:408.'()()10:40

R

ounders is a film released six years too soon.
Poker is the hot alternative "sport'' at the
moment, and all well-behaved capitalists are
trying to get a piece of the pot There are innumerable books on how to master the game by pros (and
those claiming to be pros), and several cable programs showcasing tournaments, the most fumous
being The World Series ofPoker on ESPN. In.2003
the number of entrants in the WSOP was W. In
2004 it was 2$16.
Yes, Rozmders was released much too early. Or
perhaps it was released at just the right time. Had it
been released tcxlay it would be little more than a
cash-in product Oike the new special edition DVD).
But as it stands now, Rounders .is a hot-rod of a
movie - a sleek, cool ride without sputters or stalls.
· Mike McDermott (Matt Damon) is a law stu-_
dent - no, scratch that He's a poker playei; and a
damn-good one at that The law student gig is an
attempt to go straight after losing $.30,000 in one·
hand to ''pocket rockets" - a pocket pair of Aces.
Things are going well until Mike's swindler of a
friend ''Worm'' (Edward Norton) is released from
prison and proceeds to involye Mike in his sireable
debt to Russian Mafioso Teddy KGB (John
Malkovich touting a Boris Badenov accent).
It would be easy to lump Rozmders in with second-rate crime films, but the film is much more
than just trying to repay some goons. At its core it's
a film about living life to the fullest; and .doing what ·
you love to do. When Mike starts playing poker
again, his girlfriend promptly leaves him. But
instead of trying to win her back, he and Worm
head down to Atlantic City and hit the tables. All
throughout the film, obstacles (his girlfriend, i:nob
goons and Worm's recklessness) confront Mike,
and he faces down each one to achieve his goal to play poke:t As Martin Landau tells Mike in the
film, 'We can't run from ourselves, our destiny
chooses us:'
This fascination With ''risky'·' behavior and pushing the odds also makes Rounders a quintessential
"Guy's Movie," in the same league as Fight Club or
GoodFellas. The performances are superb. Norton's
smart-ass Worm seems second-riature, while
Malkovich delights in chewing the scenery. The
film is authentic to the world of high-stakes poker
(the writers spent weeks playing with poker pros to
perfect the experience), but its slick story and perfect characterizations make it approachable to anyone, regardless of poker intellect.

COURTESY MIRAMAX FILMS

Miramaxhas re-released the film with some
special features, making up for the last barebones version. The best new features are two
full-length audio commentaries. The first features the writers, the director and Edward Norton (but sadly, no Matt Damon). It's a fun and
informative track, and really showcases just
how much love these men have for this movie.
The second commentary is the gem of the
disc. It features professional poker players Johnny Chan, Chris Moneymakei; Phil Hellmuth
and Chris ''Jesus" Ferguson. More important
than their own partiCQ]ar insights on the film
and its accuracy is the insight on the pros themselves and the camaraderie the four seem to

Starts Friday,
September lOth

share. The verbose Hellmuth dominates" much
of track and comes across much more likeable
than the arrogant side he shows at the WSOP
table. Though non-poker fans may not see
much value in this track, it makes the disc worth
the price of purchase for WSOP junkies.
The other extras on the disc (which include
two woefully short documentaries and a boring
"Play the Pros" video game) are mostly fillet;
but the commentaries help to offset the balance
and keep the disc from feeling like a rip-off If
you already own the previous version of
Rozmders and are a fan of the film, replace it
The commentaries make this a double-dip
worth going in f01:

. LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX 20
Universal Studios Citywalk (800) FANDANGO #715
CHECK THEATRE DIRECTORIES OR CAU FOR SHOWTIMES
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MOVIES
COMING TO DVD- SEPT 14

Angels soars to
DVD ·bins
Plus, Richard Linklater
defines a generation,,
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

Angels in America
Angels in America may go down as the
best film to never play in theaters, but this
unfortunate fact may also cause the film to
slip through the cinematic cracks and hinder its lasting impact The six-hour series,
divided into two parts and six chapters, was
· picked up by HBO in an angelic steal for the
network (it already has every other competitor beat in 1V series, so they might as
well kick ass in the :nriniseries category too).
The series, shot by the masterful Mike
Nichols and based on Tony Kushner's
fam~ Broadway play, is certainly worthy of
a theatrical release. With its depiction of
country on the brink of the AIDS outbreak
and filled with criticisms and observations
of Reagan's America, the film works as a
splendid '80s time capsule, but it doesn't
lose its relevance or resonance.

YoungAdqm '
To those of you ladies out there swooning over Ewan MacGregor's inherent hotnes.s, you owe it to yourself to see YoWlg
Adam, where your opinion may slightly

change. In a film wholly reflecting the
nihilistic exces.5 of the Beat novel on which
it wa8 based, MacGregor has sex .with jiist
about anything, young or old, animate or
inanimafe. Though his character is thoroughly unlikable, you get to see MacGregor
frequently in the b~ - his Llttle Adam
even makes a cameo - which may be of
interest to some ofyou But despite the critical thrashing the film received, it's mostly
undeserved.
YoWlg Adam is filled with vibrant cinematography, hilarious black comedy and
provocative insights about human nature,
guilt and rede:rnptioll, buried beneath a
slightly soft-core porn surf.ace.

Slacker. CriteriiJnfo/lection
The long-awaited DVD version of
. Richard Linklater's cult classic Slacker is
finally out Not only do you get to see disaffected youths wandering aimlessly for the
first time in letterbox, the film that defined
the Gen-.X movie is stocked full of droolworthy extras. A second disc includes Llnklater's rarely-seen first feature, It's bnpossible to Learn to P1Dw by Reading Books, as
well as a 1985 short called Woodshock,
made on 16mm by Linklater and Lee
Daniel With three audio commentaries,
original casting auditions and a Llnklater
essay on slacker culture, this Criterion
should keep you slacking off for weeks.

DVD REVIEW

****•-

. I

Millenium Mambo an unusucil dance
Taiwanese film a total
escape ·from Hollywood
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

I

t's no surprise that major Hollywood movies tend to conceal the
formal qualities of film as much as
possible. Even in the most daring mainstream movies, the story is usually the
highest priority, with the form merely
serving the content. The films of Taiwanese director Hou Hsiao-hsien are
the exact opposite. Even the most common of film attributes .- the breaking •
up of a scene into individual shots-are
abandoned almost completely.
The film is also incredibly moving
MilleniumMambo (released on DVD thanks to the sporadic voice-over
in America in August) is an excellent . moments from an unseell, omnisdent narstarting point to dive into Hou's idio- rator, who tells Vicky's backstory·from 10
syncratic films. While not as visually years into the future. It adds new depth to
· ravishing as his flawless 18th-century- the voice-over formula, especially when
set Flowers of Shanghai (1998), Milleni- romantic stories of Vicky's pas~ are jilxta- .
· um Mambo is the perfect example of a posed With the present-day images of her
deliberately simple story used as a
backdrop to showcase form.
Shu Q! plays enigmatic heroine
Vicky. Vicky is stuck in a lifeless, stifling
and abusive relationship with her livein boyfriend Hao Hao, an unemployed
DJ who spends his days playing video
games; smoking speed and harassing
. Vicky about her fidelity. Sex is methodical and unloving between the two, as
flat and unemotional as the movie's
techno score. The film's one sex scene
is interrupted visually by a pulsating
light, as if plucked from an earlier club
scene, but, symbolically, without a beat
to throb to.
It's a visually driven picture, with
long stretches of silence saying much .
more than the sparse dialogue, which
often comes off as improvised. Every
frame is drenched in a luminescent
atmosphere, with Hou finqing a meticulous balance between artificial light
and the light created by set lamps and
especially candles (taking a cue from
Barry Lyndon). The long takes stretch
on for minutes without a cut, requiring
patience from the viewer.
And yet, what could easily become
boring is rendered captivating. Because
the scenes aren't cropped down as we'd
expect them to be, Hou's camera delivers an unflinching look at Vicky's
pathetic relationship VV"ith Hou Hou, _
'never providing us with the comfort
zone of shot/reverse shot familiarity.
Instead, we get doors, blinds and shades
blocking our view, never knowing when
Hou Hou's next outburst will occur,
watc~ing at Vicky's pace the deconstruction of a re~ationship.
,.

See the
beautiful and
talented Shu Qi
inMillenium
Mambo, before

she went on to
Hollywood crapdom in The
Transporter.
Chun-hao Tuan
plays her
neurotic slacker
boyfriend in this
pensive gem
from Taiwan.

downtrodden life.
Because of its focus on contemporary
club life, the film isn't as exotic or unusual'
as, say, Flowets of Shanghai, but it's more
universal. Many can relate to a heroine like
Vicky, no matter what the culture of language. But rarely has a filmmaker captured
her with such a fresh eye.
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TH'E .BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS

**• ..

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

M-R 10-6
SAT 9-4:30

Wicker Park, straw plot, cardboard acting
CHRISTY LEMIRE
Associated Press

W

·icker Park is one of
thos'e
maddening
movies 1in which the
characters do incredibly stupid
things simply for the sake of plot
contrivance, and everyone's problems would be solved if they simply picked up their cell phones. .
And they do have cell phones.
They just choose not to tise them.
Instead, they say 'things like,
"Meet me in the park at 3." Then
one person doesn't show up f~r
some reason, and leaves a note for
the other explaining why .which, naturally, isn't delivered in
time, if at all
This all may have seemed
quaint or even romantic if it had
taken place, say, 200 years ago in
London But the setting is now, in
the Wicker Park neighborhOOd of
Chicago, in a film that tries desperately ~d to be s~ck and mod-

em

Director Paul McGuigan relies
heavily on split screens, mirror
reflections and screechy _so~d
effects--visual tricks ostensibly
intended to give the film tension,
but instead seem like transparent,
pretentious gimmicks.
Josh Hartnett , ; ;md . Diane
Kruger. play Matt and Lisa, a
young couple who are madly in
·love, or so we're told. They're
individually fabulous looking, but
. she ,and Hartnett, who's even
more low-key than usual, have
zero chemistry.
We learn in flashbacks that
Lisa, a dancer, disappeared t:Wo
years ago after Matt told her he
had a big, new advertising
in
New York and asked her to come
.
with him.
Now, in the present, Matt has
moved back to Chicago with his
soon-to-be fiancee (Jessica Pare),
whose brother is his boss. One
night during dinner before a business trip to China, Matt thinks he
sees Lisa at the restaurant, and

m

I FRI 9-5:30
SUN Closed

407-681-671

promptly cancels his flight in
order to obsessively look for her.
He tells his best friend Luke
(Matthew Lillarq, who gets the .
few funny lines in- Brandon
Boyce's script) about the clues
he's found: a plastic hotel room
key,·:a silver compact, a tom-up
newspaper obituary. He could
have just done an Internet search
for Lisa's phone number, but that
would have been too~
Instead, he sneaks into what
he ·thinks is her apartment and ~
finds another woman who says
her name is Lisa.
Tums out Lisa No. 2 is a clingy,
seemingly bipolar woiil.an named
Al~ an actressthatMatt's buddy
Luke recently started dating. The
ensuing series of near misses and
mistaken identities seems to aim
for Shakespearean proportions
(and Alex is performing in a community theater production of
1Welfth Night).
Unfortunately, all the confusion is much ado about nothing.

s

' l 0038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO

f$1-~0Cf

OFF
·---------·

SOUP OR
APPETIZER
&ENTREE

SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU
CHOICE OF ONE:

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

Wonton Soup

Shrinl.p Fried Rice

(stuffed with chicken and shriJnp)

Sl'lr:frted shrlnip, egg, rice, and vegetable
t u light soy sauce .

Chicken Spring Roll

or
Sabnon with Red Curry
Crea.nt Sauce

or

or
Small Mixed Sala~
{topped with house vinaigrette

dres~ing)

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

407-382-8201

.I

Golden. brown Salm<»• fllet fish topped
wttb sauteed basil, bell pepper tu That
red curry creant sauce.
-

or

~i~Chicken

____, --

Brun.boo-Shoot

r~d sliced ,:btckeu, bamboo-shoot,
stoeet basil, bell pepper, outou wttb
sioeet chill garlic sauce.

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
- Scott Joseph ; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003
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Ca~S'ferS® Presents ...

CrtS"ferS®
FR.ESH

SALADS

AND<-SUCH

Everythin.g Vo~ . Need

_
-to ·K n.o'1V About: College.-.

\ G~~~r~~~· ·.·. · ciP?

Of course, your college career will be a wonderful voyage of discovery.
You'll have new learning experiences, expand your consciousness with
. new courses. meet new people fromjust about all over the world. But one
of the-most important things to learn is how to stay healthy c;tnd how to get
free food. You're in luck There's a Cripsers restaurant right near the UC.F campus ...
and that's where you get the free food. See? You learned something alr_eady.
·

---------------·~

Free ·SWeet:s!

RE-GAL 20
' WATERFORD THEATRES

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

ph (407) 673-4100

ph ( 407) 482-4727

MON.-SAi: I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

MON-THU. 10:30.AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM

_.,._._.,,._o

I;

. A~AFAYA

t
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__ _____________
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SUN. I I AM - 8 PM
Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth and career
opportunities at www.crispers.com
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Wh.o wcittt:ts
..
: FREE ·c
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Get: free food.
436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK

•·

'Bring io thi.s co.upon and .enjoy one of
· our outrageous desserts FREE with
your purchase of any garden-fresh
got:Jrmet salad ove,r $4.00 or hearty
stacked sandwich.

Co11ege is~t all fatburgers, pizza and subsf:andard subs. Not when Crisper_:s is so close to UCF.
Crispers ~s your.quick, delicious alternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh
gounnet salads, hearty stad(ed sandwiches, and a dozen tempting soups. all made fresh every
si·ng1e day
·
If you're a sweet freak, you'll Jove our creamy cheesecakes, rich layer cakes. cookies, and brownies.
And then there are all the sundaes and milkshakes made with delicious ,PubJi~ Premium Ice Cream. '

Use the coupons. Co.: rtte t:o Crispers,.

csol

ONE FREE SOUP PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER VISlT.

,c:~
SEMORAN BLVD.

~------------------~---------

I
I
I
I
I
I

o ,NE FREE DESSERT PER. COUPON. ONE COUPON PER. VISIT.

or hearty S1lcicked saAdWich and we'tl gfve
you a FREE shake. cone. or sundae made with
delicious Publix Premium lee "cream.

~G~~~r~!~·
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- - -- - -

I
I
I
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ONE FREE ICE CREAM PER. COUPON._ONE COUPON PER VISIT.

I

CSO I
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Park Ave CDs: Top 25 for
the week of Aug. 22-28
(Due to Hurricane Frances, no
newer list
provided)

was

1. SOUNDTRACKGarden State
2. RILO KILEYMo~venturous

3. KATIE BALLAny Cool-Music?
4. DRIVE-BY TRUCKERS-.
Dirty South
5. GUIDED BYVOICESHalf-Smiles of the Decomposed
6. FURTHER SEEMS FOREVERHide Nothing
7.SAVESTHE DAYUps and Downs: Early Recordings a~~
B-sides
8.K~RS-

Hot Fu·ss
9. HOT ROD CIRCUITReality's Coming Through
10. G. LOVE·
Hustle
11.VARIOUS ARTISTS~uture Soundtrack for America
12.THE GOOD LIFE Album of the Year
13. VARIOUS ARTISTSThis is Americana
14.CLINICWin~ster Cathedral
15.JOAN OF ARCJoan of Arc Dick Cheney Mark Twain
16. ENGINE DOWN Engine Down
17.TWILIGHT SINGERS-She Loves You
~

1~**KINGAM-

Gold/
19. VARIOUS ARTISTSRock Against Bush 2
20. SCISSOR SISTERSScissei.Sisters
21.SONICYQUTH-Sonic Nurse ·
22. POLYPHONIC SPREETogether We're Heavy
23.HIVESTyrannosuarus Hives
24. VARIOUS ARTISTS~or Vida: ATribute to the Songs of Alejandro Escovedo
25.KITTIEUntilthe End

•JET BLACK MOP TOP

SCENE REPORT

·Make a scene
How to be,·and why not to be, a sc~ne kid
extremely homoerotic, especially
the whole emo-sensitive thing. LAME
Everyone's wearing women's SHIRT ..
lot has been said about the pants; everyone's got wome.n's
-indie scene. F;;ishion, haircuts; everyone's wearing
slang, spies, are all part of youth-medium shirts. I don't have
an
ess topic. But while delv- to come out and say it It's blatanting into the· different things that ly obvious."
go on in the music scene, there
The indie scene is a scene
may be some questions as to what where a haircut is more important
it is exactly. ·
than music. It's almost like there is
A music scene can be divided a certain uniform that comes
into its own genres: country, hip- along with whatever musical style
hop, etc. Each has its own styles, one is into. There are even some
trends and slang. What makes the sites showcasing the hilarity that
indie scene (which consists of comes along with such dress
punk, hardcore, emo and indie styles. Http://www.dobi.nu/emo
rock) stand out fiom the rest is shows the basic things you need
that it has the most ridiculous and to "dress emo". It shows everyimmature things·surrounding it .· thing from what shoes to wear to
Obviously, for a scene to exist, typical bands to AIM screen
there has·to be people in it. Only . names. It's ironic, however, that
in the indie ·scene, however, are the creator of the site designs tthose kids called "scene kids". shirts for some bands that can be
Scene kids typically go to lots of considered emo.
shows, tisually for free because
Http://www.maniclab.com
they are on the guest list. The has a flash cartoon that shows not
scenester makes friends with only emo kids, but punks, hardband members, dresses in the core rockers and even vegans.
"scene uniform" and, of course, There is also a band name genertalks in the i.iber-popular scene ator that continues to make fun of
slang.
the scene.
As My Chemical Romance
Hopefully now, all those quessinger Gerard Way said in the tions the ind-ie never received
August issue of Alternative Press about the scene are now
in_reference to tp.e scene, "It's answered.

RICKY SURILLO

.
A

Staff Writer
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

Gina: A performer Utiintended
The health nut and
science gee~ plays_
to her own piano
EMILY JANE SCOTT
Staff Writer

o her friends, she's an inspiration To a large crowd of
people, mostly strangers,
w m she played in front at Natura a couple weeks ago, she was
most certainly something to talk
about. Who was the skinny,
brown-haired, bespeckled girl
alone at the piano? Why carrt we
tear ourselves away from her
sweet but raw voice? Why can't

I

we take our eyes off of her amazing presence that she maintains
through her obvious nerves?
She was and is Gina Riggio, a
23-year-old Penn State student
who used to attend UCE She is a
nutrition major with a penchant
for organic chemistry and does a
lot of work in alternative health.
Her sound is comparable to that of
a musical lovechild of Tori Amos
and Ben Folds, but with her own
undeniable sense of humor. Originally from Boca Raton, she began
her mu5ic minor at UCF and also
began her· performing career at
the old Stone Soup Collective
while living in Orlando. There she
made fr,iends who she continues _
to collaborate with today -

friends who help.e d her \o book
her gig.last Friday while she was
visiting down here. She spoke to
the indie al?<mt who she is and, in
the meantime, gave us many reasons to continue to listen to what
she has to say.
the indie: Your sound seems like it
could be classified as "geek pop:'
How would you describe your
genre?
GR: My friend says rm punk. He's
actually convinced that I'm the
first punk pianist. I think it's
because of my lyrics. I rant a lot
It's like, what would I say to your
face that you wouldn't want to
hear unless it was in a song?

the indie: You left UCF to major in
nutrition at Penn State. How does
your field and the fact that you're a .
science nerd affect your songwriting?
/
GR: I wrote a song about che:rnistry once but I never recorded it I
used to write lyrics in my calculus
notebook - there are pages of
derivatives and then lyrics. When
I recorded my album, the guys
.who helped me ordered piz7.a and
. I was sitting there with my acorn
squash. They were like, wow, you
. eat healthy. With food, people call
me a health nut - what is that? I
say if you're not nuts, then you're
hot paying enough attention Why
PLEASE SEE

GINA ON i9
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CD REVIEWS
old and something new with a dose of
strings added to throbbing bass ~ a tale of
seduction full of inventive ~etaphor. A_
mention of being "conjoined-at the tongue"
could easily top out a list ofthe most bizarre
_ descriptions of kissing ever invented.
''How Could I Forget" plows on with
even harder beats in a di.Scussion about the
futility of in-relationship communication _
before slipping into a pleasant harmony .of
scratches, booms, and bleeps. The bass
reaches an apex in "I Disappear" before
coming down for a reintroduction of the
strings in "Southern Belles in London
Sing:' To end the fii-st halt: the album get:s
Wet From Birth an ''Erection," seemingly written as a guy's
apology for getting hard at inopportune
- Genre: indie rock
moments.
Label: Saddle Creek
Op~ningthe second half is "Paranoiat-=Release 'date: Sept. 14
tack," with a theme of politics .a nd psyWhat American city is home to a eom- chosis before "Drop Kick the Punks" rebels
pletely new sound combining danceable against the rest ofthe CD With a screanling,
new-wave electronica with indie rock? If defiant anthem of musical revolution.
you answered, "Omaha, Nebraska," you
Then the theme shifts back as ''Phone
may already be a fan ofThe Faint Everyone Call" laments all the things that could have .
been in -a relatio:psJ:rip if not .for· a single
else is probably-a little·surprised.
· Beginning as a quirky lo-fi punk outfit mysterious phone call. Like "Belles"
with startling, nearly-emo lyrics, The Faint seemed to continue ''Desperate Guys" a
mutated into their current incarnation in few tracks lat~ The Faint do it again with
1999 with the release of Blank-Wave "Symptom Finger" resuming "ParanoiatArccu;Je. The addition of a keyboard dra- tack" This time, it details sickness felt from
matically catalyzed their change into a · lies and propaganda in the. media. Also
sound that's not distinctly of any genre. likening back to the first halt: track 10 finDark, grating, processed, and unmistakably ishes the piece with.a brutally overt sexualsexuaI, The Faint's vocals flit spastically . ity in the title track, detailing the ·sO-called
between strong, painstakingly crafted Miracle of Life with all the poetry of animages to put them in a class of their own. English class and all the gory detail of BiolDanse Macabre followed in 2001 with a ogy 2049.
·- · ->
slightly gothier but still in;ationally happy ·
Trying to descn"be The Faint causes a
sound that pleased old fans and won over · ne\ivappreciationforjusthowunusualthey
plenty of new ones. After a remix. al~um to are. Their sound calls to be played loud and
tide folks over until
material, The Faint in public places, but its ''mature content'' , started work on Wet From Birth.
makes for a more personal experience that
The official story is ~t they produced feels deliciously like a guilty plea5ure with
Wet From Birth in a rented warehouse of every listen.·This album carries a strong
}?roken washing machines. For a sound far recommendation for previous fans an~
from lacking in industrial influences, it's anyone to whom the concept sounds interalmost appropriate.
~ , esting. Check out Wet From Birth Tuesday
Even darker than the old works, it con- · or wait until they come to The Social on
tinues the erotic, pseudo-goth dance tradi- Oct 23. Just be warned: Ifs not for the faint
tion. From the first few secondS of the pfheart.
· -CHRISlOP~E~ SCHWARZ
openipg ''Desperate Guys," it's something
/

THE.FAINT

Gina aspires to .inspire pals
. to sing in public. l just had _coming here was that ~..>
people encourage me and friends are here and they're
shotild people- who care basically force me to play out the people whom I've·
about a lot of things be con- · in public. I killed time one touched, whom fve inspired.
sidered nuts when there are year down here playing . That's my whole p_urpose· in
so many things to care about piano for people at Florida li{e, even if rm living penniHospital, making people feel less in a cardboard box. If I
in the world?
better. It made them happy inspire people to ·not settle,
to live a better life, then it's
the mdie: You care, so you're and that's an that matters.
worth it.
a science geek/activist. How
did you become a music the indie: How is the Orlando
To hear a sampling of~
·geek?
scene different from the .
GR: I was seven and I sGuted· scene in State College, Penn.? music, head to her Web site
un the organ. Peer pressure GR: The atmosphere [doWn at
brought me to the piano. rd . here] really creates the pres- http://www.ginariggio.com.
. had really bad teachers, so ence. I don't have that in From -there, you can -also
. rm sloppy. I finished up my State College because I know· contact her and ·order her
music minor at Penn State, everyone in the audience CD, a color unintended,
and .I've taken some singing just wants to drink their under the music section of ·
lesions up there.
_ · beers~ Up there, it's only her site. She has already-sold
When I WaS younger, fd Penn State or farms, and all a few albums to new fans at
always compare myself to · anyone ever does is drink. I _ Natura, which of course
Fiona Apple. I used to think ·had pretty much stopped· ~eans'.that if you don't get in
that she stole my songs and performing
up
north touch with her soon, you'll
fd never make it because she because I ·had so many baq. be the last kid on the block
without one. While· as she
experiences~ I really wish I
_ already sang all my songs.
Ifyou told me when I was ~ould collaborate with peo- - says on her site, she may~,~
16 that rd be playing and per- ple doW11 here more often. be destined for stardom,tt.
forming my own songs, I fni just addjcted to the e~er : she's sure to capture you in
her gentle piano strainS and
_w ould have laughed at you. I gy downhere.
was 21 before I had the guts
One good thing about - brutal honesty.
FROM
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'JENS LEKMAN

When I Said I Wanted
to Be Your Dog
Genre: Singer/songwriter

Label: Secretly Canadian
Release date: Sept. 7
Despite its title, the first
stateside full-length from
_this young Swedish troubadour is no reference to Iggy
Pop. In fact, Lekman's

sound couldn't be farther · pletely. \
fromlggy.
·
If there's anything critiWith Lclrman fully real- . cal to be said about Lekizing the potential we saw man, it's.that his influences
in his earlier -Rocky Dennis · are too readily apparent.
EP, the amount ofgrace and . "Song X sounds like artist
. maturity apparent on these Y'' can be applied to any
11 songs is breathtaking. track; ·Morrissey, Neil DiaEach song unfolds with the mond and Cole Porter are
d~pth and ,complexity of a ·among the artists Lekman
classical composition, with apes in bOth inStrumenta-·
the sugary sweetness of tion and lyrical quirk,melancholic pop · coated . though The Magnetic ·
over them. From the infec- Fields influence stands out
tious a .capella of ''Do You · the strongest. While When
Remember the Riots" to I Said I Wanted to Be Your_
the full-bodied, brass-pow- Dog sounds more like The .
ered arena pomp of ''You Magnetic Fields than The
Are the Light," Lekriian's Magnetic Fields · do, it
Swedish lilt works mar- wipes the floor with the·
velously to decorate songs Fields' .latest album i.
-J()HNTHOMASON
as well as carry them com-
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IN STORES NOW

VOTE DAMMIT tour
. Performing Wednesday, September 15 at the House of Blues
(With special guest Dan Bern)

.·co On Sale At...
>PARK AVE.·CDs, Jr.
UCF STUDENT UNION· 102A/-ORLANDO 1407.282.1616
>PARK AVE. CDs
.
·s2a PARK AVENUE SO.UTH I WINTER PARK/ 407.629.5293

..._________________________________________________________
~~~
>SHOP ON LINE@ WWW.PARKAVECDS.COM
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RAMBLINGS

NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

-i iJIJMU :1!141

VH1 not a

We shollld take shelter, but it's so cute!

Life after
the hurricane
apocalypse
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

W

ell, it would seem the
weather·has turned
·against us yet again.
Could it be that Orlando, in its
plastic fantastic universe of
make believe, has committed
some grave crime against the
gods in heaven? I can think of
few other explanations for this
dreadful repeat of misfortune.
Perhaps Mickey Mouse has
been conducting some crimes
against nature in his secret castle, or maybe there has been
some sort of unnatural lust

between Pluto and Minnie that has brought this
wrath upon us? Just kidding, Disney. Please
don't rain upon us with
your furious might and
marauding hordes of lawyers.
We quake in unnatural fear and
trepidation
I sit in my darkened house ·
imagining the terrible tortures
those Disney bureaucrats could
easily have in store for me. It
makes my blood run cold
Actually, the people I really
feel ~orry for are the tourists.
They come here from countless
miles to hang out with the likes
of Spider-man and Donald
Duck, only to be battered with
hurricane after hurricane. What
I am actually hoping for is a Mad
Max-sty.le apocalypse. How
many hurricanes do you think it

would take before the thin tronics, and of course my trusty
veneer of humanity slips away iBook, I would soon be reduced
and we all become savages a la to a babbling madwoman.
But maybe I would rise to the
Lord of the Flies? If I remember
correctly, humans would form taskand form an army oftechies.
packs for safety and comfort, -Together we would build some
slowly picking off any outsiders sort of matter transporter and
escape from the wretched mess.
in the nameof survival.
I'd like to think that I Oi; :fulling that, we'd build some
would survive thanks to sort ofcrazy hover ship that runs
my superior intellect, on coconuts. You never know. It
but I fear I may be in could be possible.
Ok, let's go even furthei: Let's
for a shock My
extreme myopia will proba- say that some giant asteroid hits
bly doom me to an early death the F.arth and there is no more
by sharks or murder. Of course, technology, no more anime, no
no apocalypse is complete with- more Fma1 Fantasy XI for anyone. After I finished crying for
out the mutants.
I would imagine that the local my lost technology and fantasiznuclear power plant would ing about Quantum Leap ever
explode if we get hit by enough being picked up for another seahurricanes. Let's say we get hit son, I suppose I would have to
by 16 in a row. The state of Flori- deal with the fact that technoloda would separate from the gy is now gone forevei:
mainland, the national guard
As long as some of us are
would give up and leave us all alive, I would avoid the mutants
for dead, and even Gov. Bush and cyborg freaks to search out
would have had enough and run for other geeks like me. Our task
home to his brothei:
would be to jump start society.
stuck fending Together we would start a new
So then we
for ourselves. I am sad to say that country, a new world order.
even with all my knowledge of Drugs would be legal, Shigeru
· future apocalypses, most gained Miyamoto would be a- prophet
from watching mediocre sci- and rational science would
ence fiction movies and my marry Buddhism to create an
repeated viewings of Battle incredible new religion We
RDyale, in which a group ofhigh- would live in a dome city and
school students are sent to an worship science and the memoisland and ordered to kill one ries of video games long past.
anothe:1~ I doubt I could survive.
Won't you join my secret
Without my video games, elec- society? I swear it will be fun

are

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

Hurricane party!
Tips to have fun
~4lirough Ivan

ricane party guide.
The most important thing is
to be prepared. Charley made a
surprise stop through Central
DIANNA ZISMAN
Florida, so the only thing we
Staff Writer
had was one candle, a few
candy bars and a gallon of
harley and Frances have water. This meant that our hur·
come and gone, but in ricane party (and the days after
their wake they have it without power) was duller
left Central Florida with , than a game of Parcheesi. To
important hurricane party keep this from happening to
experience. With another hur- you, make sure to buy every- ·
ricane making its way toward thing you need WELL in
the state (lets all put our heads advance of the storm.
together and turn that S.O.B
What should you buy? I'd
. away from our corner of the like to suggest beer, Risk (the
globe, shall we?), I thought I'd game for world domination.
- ~..It together the premiere hur- Fun for everyone!), extra bat- ,

C

.

'

teries, gin, beef
jerky,
tequila,
crackers, margarita
mix, water, vodka, candles, marshmallows and more
beer. Remember, half of the
things on this list should only
be purchased if you're 21 and
up. Nobody needs you youngins out there lighting candles
without supervision. It's just
not safe. ·
Once you've bought everything and have boarded yourself in for the day (or three in
the case of Frances), you'll find
that one of the underrated
PLEAS.E SEE

MARSHMALLOWS ON i11

perfect drug
From Pop-up Video to
pop-culture pap
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

I

f crack could be put into television
form, VHl would be thy name. I
began watching the network innocently enough in the early years, when
they were the gentler, adult contemporary side of MTY. Instead of Nirvana, it
was Natalie Merchant. The network
caught my interest with the quirky series
Pop-Up Video. I'd put in on while I was
on the computer or doing homework,
but pretty soon I couldn't keep my eyes
off the screen, fascinated by facts such as
the name of the boat Cher strutted about
on during "If I Could Turn Back Time,"
and what Mighty Mouse had to do with
Madonna's "Like A Prayer."
Then Behind the Music came around,
with its cyclical stories of rise/fall/rise
again. It didn't matter if it was MC Ham. mer or Tony Orlando, someone was .
going to get wasted, lose money, and
make it back to the recording studio for
a second shot. Game shows like My Generation and Rock and Roll Jeopardy
began to trickle on, and ·Flickerstick wa~
appointed winner of the first and last
annual Bands on the Run competition.
Where Are They Now was a particular
favorite of mine, where the has-beens
not good enough for their own Behind
the Music were given a few minutes to let us know they're still alive.
And the list specials started trickling
on. It started with 100 Greatest Bands,
then 100 Greatest Songs, then 100 Great-

.

est Albums, TV Music Moments, Rock's
Most Shocking Moments, Greatest Music
Videos, Best Women in Rock, and so
forth. I watched all of these lists shows,
day after day and then again when they
showed them in five-hour blocks down
the line. Then they had the 200 Greatest
Pop Icons. Pop-Up Video and Be.hind the
Music were all but gone by this time, and
specials about bad hair and loving the
'80s cropped up. And like an addict, I
consumed them too. But not as willingly.
And now those reality shows about reality shows and The Fabulous Life are
around, and I can't even think of digesting them.
To paraphrase Fred Willard's character in A Mighty Wind~ what happened to
Vlll? Wasn't it about the music originally? Sure, they still show videos, but never
after ll:OO A.M. and before 3:00 A.M.
PLEASE SEE
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How to be a voyeur from your home
Web sites ~here personal, private lives become_public doinain...thanks: Internet!_
-CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer
\

C

omputers have an amazing tendency to amass
information, _w hether
·desired or not. Despite all the
talk of anoµymity online, every-·thing you search for and everywhere you visit shows up in a
log somewhere.
Sites generally have a little
disclaimer about how they
value your privacy and won't
do anything naughty, but there;s
no harm in having a little fun
with amassed, anonymous statistics. Whenever there's nothing else to do, rely on these sites
to deliver you a constant stream
of content every time you
reload. Of course, seeing live
streams of Internet requires a
strong stomach and desensitivity that could only come from
being a veteran. Newbies
- beware!

ing feisty and set up a system to

see· the address of the latest
image posted in a journal.
Other sites found a way to catailog them and serve the result
for your viewing pleasru_:e.
Every reload shows fifty more
horrors representing the current trends in net-culture. ·The
images span the gamut from the
tame "song lyrics t}rped over a
grayscale photo of someone
looking sad" to the ''look at my
boobs" masked as shoWing off a
new tattoo or piercing. There's
also more "friends only," "survey," and "cutesy animated-gif
adoption" images than you can
shake a camwhore at.
Loading the page once to
write this brought forth some
Dana Scully wallpaper and a
. drawing of Bugs Bunny having
sex with Elmer Fudd The sum
of everything here should serve
. as-a constant reminder for why
you should-never date people
you meet on Livejournal.

searching for. Right now, someone out there is searching for
"toothpaste" and wants . to
know where to find some really
badly because he tried it five
times. Another is very hungry
and wants "food?' four times in
a row. Someone else wants
"free nude erotic female bodybuilding'' while yet another random, unknown person out
there is looking for "sex in a ·
can." Sadly, he will probably
find it sooner than the fellow
who wants "horsefeed suppliers."

reflections of any metallic
objects for sale. Who isn't more
likely to buy a silver teakettle if
its photo includes a stealthwang in the reflection? At press _
tifile, you could buy a life-sized
cardboard cutout of George Jetson for only $20. Gentlemen,
start your bidding!

•

Are music
videos a
lost art?
/

Random Personal Picture Finder
http://WWW.diddly.com/random/

If you didn't already know,
unless Michael Ian · Black and Hal
Google has an image search at
Sparks are- commenting on them~
images.google.com. Much fun
They've become nothing more than a
can be had just by typing in ran·glorified rip-off of E! Whatever minddom words and viewing the
less -fluff E! doesn't focus on, VHl
Disturbing Auctions
results. Here, someone found a
probably-will. There are smid
of
way to automate the process by _
http://disturbingauctions.com/
shows, such as Bands Reunited and In
daily/
.
. · searching for common fileSearch oFthe Partridge Family, that
Ever looked around eBay to names used by digital cameras.
could constitute as musical programsee all the horrible crap people It works because people don't
ming, but other than that it's nothing
are selling? There's i;io time like . bother to·rename their image
but unspectacular specials. Hell, VHl
the present to begin the habit. files before putting them online
even had a show about women's tenLuckily, others already do the for their friends, and thus
nis and another about NASCAR.
legwork and troll the place everyone else, to enjoy.
NASCAR_?! Argghhh!
They came from cameras,
daily just to submit links to the
And yet I still click over Jo th~
most amusing ones for your ·most pictures found here are a
channel to see what's on it at least
50 Latest Livejoumal Pictures
perusal. People offering their bit tamer: random friends, parthree times a day: Am I just a TV
http://ga2so.com/lj.php
Metaspy
virginity is only the beginning. ties, vacation spots, kids,_etc. It's
- junkie? There is absolutely no
Love it or hate it, Livejoumal http://www.metaspy.com/
In fact, that was last month's perfect for voyeur-style peopleredeemable value to the majority of
is single-handedly the greatest watchihg, but don't be slirMetacrawler.com is a search news.
the programming. Whq's responsible
single repository of emo on the engine,_but its creators set up
This month, the new rage is prised if the inevitable ·scat
here, the dealer or the user?
planet One fateful day, some of metaspy.com to let you see a subtlety as sellers · covertly porn creeps in when you least
Now when I watch VHl, I (¢R't
their programmers were feel- . live ·feed of .what p~ople are include their privates. fu the ~xpect it.
feel the bit of escapism I sought
before. It just makes me realize how
desperate and sad of a person I really
·am. I mean, I watched VHl originally
because MTV stopped focusing on
music. MTV2's not much better,
since they can't sh9w videos unless
it's in some format, and even then
thing.·
I
have
to
admit
that,
in
of
how
unfair
this
world
Cfil\
be.
newscaster's
fault,
but
there's
FROM ·i10
there aren't too many of those
this regard, I was woefully Knocking down our trees and · little you can do to make n~ws
because of all the ... specials it shows.
unprepared when it came to power lines is bad enough, buf of a stationary hurricane compleasures of a hurricane party Frances. We bought no marsh- howarewetohang .o~tatWal pelling for 24 hours. Showing
VHl Classic and Fuse do it too. All
is a game of No-Limit Texas mallows and actually went so Mart at 3 a.m. if it's boarded up? the same poor schlub getting
these different formats, where the
Hold 'Em. Watch the game on far as to call Albertsons on Sat- Depriving u·s . of our . 12-cent pelted by rainwater ceases to
same thousand or so videos are put
ESPN and hone your skills so, -urday mornin.g to see if they black-and-white DVDs? Well, be entertaining after the first 12
mto different categories so that peowhen the time .comes, you can still had the airy treat. No one that's just mean.
ple can watch exactly what they: want
hours, after all. The thing to do,
take your friends for all they're . picked up the phoii~ .o f ~ourse,
without exposing themselve~ a
Do not watch the news for . then, is tune in for 15 minutes,
worth. Once again, preparation but I would have loved to, hear more than 15 minutes at a time learn what you can, and quicknew genre of music.
is key. otherwise; you might their reaction to a marshmal- without taking a break. The ly switch to an X-Files rerun.
All I want is a channel that shows
find yourself tearing · your low inquiry. Alas, the marsh~ local stations, of course, went
With luck, we won't · be
nothing but videos all day. Take every
room apart looking for some- mallows wei:it uptoasted that to 24-hour coverage to bring us forced to put our hurticane
single video that has ever been made
thing to double as a stack of day. I conside'i it a- lost oppor- · news of the storm. The prob- party skills to use anytime
(international ones too, since they're
poker chips. 'Cause pocket tunity.
really fun) and randomly air them
~
. lep:i is, with Frances stalling in soon, but if we do, it's imporchange just doesn;t cut it.
one after another. Is that too much to
In the·unijl{eJy event that a . ' . t4~ Atlantic for a day, news- tant to remember these tips.
Some people might have Category 4 httrrfcane stalls oh casters, try as they might, had Stay inside, stay off the roads,
ask? The list shows and exposes were
raised an eyebrow at the inclu- the coast and.spends two days nQthirig to report. For anyone keep safe, and while you're at it,
fun at first, but there are only so many
sion of "marshmallows" on the moving at 1 nfilliineter an hoilr, . who escaped and missed it, make the best of a bad situation
ways to glorify the Beatles and
list of essentials, but I ask you: make sure that you have plent)f here's a recap of Saturday's by keeping your spirits high. In
lament Vanilla Ice. I don't want them
What's· better than roasting of movies to watch to pass the news: "So, tell us, Tom ... what's the meantime, let's hope that
on my video ch~el. It would start
marshmallows over an open time. I saw cabin fever claim · the latest ·with HurricaIJ.e Ivan steers clear of the Sunwith one and never end. And besides,
candle flame when your elec- inore than its share of victims Frances?" "She's standing still, shine State. If he doesn't, well,
Hell will freeze ovet before I owe
tricity goes out? Not a damn this weekend, a cruel reminder Bob. Back to you." Not the pass me the I!'lar.shmallows.
Ponal Louge a paycheck.

Marshmallows, poker games highlight 'cane fun
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PARTY PAST l AM AND PARKlNG IS FREE
SrYLIS.H DRESS REQUIRED.
LOCATED ON T:HE SECOND LEVEL OF POINTI: ORLANDO .
. 9 ~ Q1 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE FOR MORE fNFORMATION
O~ TO MAKE RESERVATlONS CALL 407:.3 70.3700 EXT. 102
I
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